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(FOREMOST PAPER IN HARDING COUNTY.)
'With Malice toward None, with Charity for Ail, and with Firmness in the Right."
VOL. XIX

ROY. HARDING COUNTY.NEW MEXICO, SATURDAY JULY 15TH, 1922

No. 26

SURVEYORS AT WORK
ON TEXAS. NEW
MEXICO HIGHWAY

BIRTHDAY DINNER

,

C.

The state has a crew of surveyors at work on the Texas-NeMexico Highway laying out
the route of the Highway from
'Tucumcari to the foot of the David Hill.
The complete survey work has
been completed from the Quay
County capital to Logan and the
contract for this portion of the
road will be let within a short
time. The surveying party is
now at work on the stretch of
road from Logan to the Gallegos
crossing at Ute Creek, and as
soon as this is completed the survey will be made from the creek
to the foot of the David Hill. It
is probable that the survey will
not be extended beyond the hill
,at present, however the contract
for the grading to Gallegos will
ialso be let by the state Highway
commission in a short time. One
of the big jobs on the road is the
fUte Creek grossing and the road
approaching the creek as this is
ra regular sand hill and the shiftC. Ernest Anderson and famiing of the sand makes the work ly of Mosquero,
attended the Rato.at this place all the more tedious n-Roy
ball game Wednesday
:and great care will have to be
afternoon.
used in the laying out of the
and this portion of the T
Mr and Mrs J. W. Shotwell of
road.
this place, left for Boulder, Colo
President Mitchell and Secreta the first of this week where they
ry Warrender of the Texas-Newill spend the summer with
Mexico Highway are making all
their daudhter Mrs Knox Bell,
the necessary preparations for who
is attending summer session
the temporary markings and log at the University of Colo, at that
ging of the Highway, and they place.
expect to have this work done
between Logan and Mosquero
If ycu want to rent a good
within a short time and in the
within three miles of Roy,
farm
meantime Roy is making all the
T.
R. Pint while he is in town
see
necessary preparations for the
480 acres ready for dishe
has
Annual Meeting of the Associacing,
and
he will make you a
tion which will be held here in
good
proposition,
if interested
September.
see him before he leaves for his
home in Iowa.
...
"THE RETURN TO NORMAL"
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just issued by
a
title?Í2.?fe&
the CITIZENS STATE BANK of
Mills, N.M. and which is publis-

hed in full in this weeks S.A. by
the request of this progressive

institution."'

""'.

The booklet is Well gotten up
;and offers some very valuable
'
suggestions to the farmer, stock-raisand poultry raiser, and
we ask our readers to read every
word of the story as it will be
worth your while and give you
a new thought for work on your
ranch or farm . Their idea of
bringing conditions back to
malcy on the mesa are excellent
and if every farmer and stock-raiswill fololw out the ideas
presented in the booklet, we are
sure the whole mesa will be much benefited . Anyway read eve-!r- y
word of this, for it will do you
good even though you are neier
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BOXING

BOXING

Team
The Junior Base-Ba- ll
a boxing exhibition tonight Friday- at the community
hall. Several local boxers will be
in the ring and show their pugilistic tendencies. ' The admission
will be 35, Proceeds go to the
Junior ball team. Everybody invited.
..,.
will give
--

r

r nn
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Edgar J. Floersheim, R.L.C.
and family have on R.F.D. 1. is enjoying his anbeen up in the mountains since nual 15 day leave; Sub carrier
the fourth; they returned home Caris has clv-eof the mail duTuesday-anRock can tell so- ring Floersheim's absence.
.
me .great fish tales, especially
about the trout that swallowed
WATER
hook, line and almost vamped
the pole too. '
The Villagé well is now In operation and water will be 'supplied
O.M. Sperry, the I contractor to the citizens at the rate of 20
from Las Vegas who has the buil per barrel of 50 gallons, or Ibf
ding of the Mosquero School hou- per barrel in tank lots.
se was in Roy Tuesday on his
Don't forget that when you
way to that place where he went buy water from the Village wato make the necessary prepara- - ter wagons, part of the money
Jlgoes directly into the village trea
Tc
sury and will be used for your
cts to have the building comple- - benefit in enlarging and increas
ted by September 15th and kno-jin-g
the efficiency of the Village
wing him to be the hustler that water works.
M. D. Gibbs,
he is Ve believe he will have it
Mayor.
.
completed by that date.

man
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B.R. Reeder
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ther a farmer or stockraiser.
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The Citizens State Bank is
one of the more progressive insti
tutions of the mesa and is conti- nually striving to better living
conditions on the whole mesa.
Mrs Conner Plumlee of near
Neosho. Mo. is visiting at the
Plumlee Hospital. Her husband
will have a sale and will also move to New Mexico in the near fu-

Solitarie Coffee,
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pound cans at 45 cents j

at 90
at $1.35

2
3

Hon. Eufracio Gallegos .and
J.H. Crane, two of our popular
'County Commissioners were in
Roy Tuesday evening. The County Board is acting as a Board
of Equalization this week. They
have also transacted considerable
other business of importance
while in session.

-
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Special Bargain Prices

ture.

T. R. Pint of Gilbertsville, la,
who owns a fine farm southeast
of town, came in on the Polly
Thursday afternoon and will supervise the seeding of several
hundred acres of wheat cm his
fine farm. Mr Pint is looking
good and we are of the opinion
.that he is enjoying his Iowa home. He reports that his family
is doing fine and that Lawrence
is now a young man almost as
big as his "dad". His many friends hoped that he would bring
'his family with him when he ca- -,
me this summer. Mr. Pint will
remain, on the mesa for several
weeks and while here will enjoy
in the
few days fishing

ROY TAKES ONE
FROM MAXWELL BUT
LOSES TO RATON
The S.A. force was kept busy
all forenoon Thursday answering
questions for patrons of the Roy
In a somewhat loosely played
Jewelery shop, most of them game last Sunday afternoon, the
wanting to know where "Hobson Maxwell Ball Team lost to the
the Jeweler" is at. Finally the Roy team by a score of 12 to 9
many patrons became bother
The Maxwell team had been
bv two or three Dlay- some and Guthman slipped over '
to Hobson's home to see if he ers from Springer but the lack
was sick or had passed on to the of practice by the newly organi- al--'
"Great Beyond" and lo, and be - 'zed team, caused team-wor- k
hold there was our Roy Jeweler most impossible. Koy, too, was
sitting in a rocking chair holding short two or' three players of
a brand new fine young Hobson their regular lineup which weain his arms and trying to teach kened their lineup considerable.
Berry pitched the first five inhim how to say "Daddy". Karl
Guthman soon got over his nings for Roy and held the visisurprise and Mr Hobson then tors down to two runs and three
told him that his wife had pre- hits, but as they intended to pi- -'
sented him with that fine son tch him against Raton Wednesthe preceeding eveiJng and that day,' it was thought best to reliehe had forgotten all about his je ve him and let him rest up for
welery shop. Dr Self reports this game, and Baker, was put in
that all concerned are doing ni the box, but owing to the fact
cely, and the new visitor is one that he had no practice this seaof the finest ever. Well hero's son and did not seem to have the
congratulations Mr and Mrs Hob .best of control, he allowed 7 hits
son from the whole S.A. force and the visitors captured 6 runs
and may he become one of cur j n these two innings. Berry again
took the mound in the 8th and
really great men.
v
allowed two hits and one run m
W.P. Mealey and L.H. Brock .the last two innings.
Tanner pitched for Maxwell
prominent business men at the
County Seat, were in Koy Thurs- - and the home boys took 15 hita
day enroute to Mills where they irom him and secured 5 runs in
the third, 4 in the sixth and 3
attended to some business
in the seventh. Long was catcher
for Maxwell and did fine work,
Mr and Mrs Walker who have while Justice was behind the bat
been visiting the parental Bur-- for Roy and also played fine ball,
Time of the game was two
ton home near Solano the past
- hours, and it was finished in
hoseveral
weeks,
left
for
their
CITY WATER WORKS
BEING COMPLETED me in California Friday morning ample time for Maxwell boys to
Mrs C.J. Burton accompanied get home by dark,
The Steinbaugh Brothers have them on their return trip which
On Wednesday the Raton Lea-wi-ll
completed the installing of the
be by Yellowstone National gue came down for a
k
City Pump and wind mill and ha- Park and other mountain scene- - game and altho the home boys
ve also made all connections con- ry and will also visit in Califor- - strenghtened their team in seve-n- ia
necting the pump with the Floera few weeks before returning ral Dlaces they were unable to
sheim tower. The two wells pro- to her New Mexico home.
overcome the fast work of the
duce aboue 18 or 20 gallons per
strong Raton team, and when
minute which i vmple water for The infant babe of Mr
the final count was made Raton
of
Witt
the down town district, A drinkhad the long end of a score of
Gladstone
at
died
local
near
the
ing fountain is being installed hospital
week
and
last
was 9 to 4.
near the tank, also a small faucet buried inhere
The cool weather and the wind
the
Cemetery
near
that
for those who wish to get water place. The little fellow
was blowing made the first
that
suffered
in a bucket. The city is now furpart of the game hard work for
from
paralysis
infantile
al
and
nishing water to the residents of iA.
j
the phyers, but after both teams
ir . : t i wnsmne
ha4 warmed v.p a. little and the
Aon barrel delivered
wind had laid somewhat, the
0PPortunity toee a'
have the
of
e rlZ
uvo in real ball came.
.
l,rtm1I.xv in wt.?u
second
inning
home
In
the
the
"
also install five fire plugs as the ,""-- "
team made two or three costly
lines are laid. One will be instal- - MRS H.T. PORTER OF
which accounted for four
errors
led at the Appel ' corner, one at
of the '9 runs made by the visiSOLANO,
OPERATED
ON
tha Busev corner, one at the
tors, but in the third the boys
Mrs H.T, Porter of Solano was tightened up and allowed only 5
Gi'strap corner, oneat the Lucero corner and one at the Ree-d- operated upon at the Plumlee more runs to the visitors.
corner. Additional pipe lines Hospital last Wednesday by Dr.
The very best that Roy could
will be laid as fast as the reve-nu- a Plumlee for gall stones. The ope
was to get four men across
do
will permit the board to do ration was successful and Mrs
home plate, and altho they
the
so. Three more shallow wells will Porter is on the road to recovery.
found second and third several
restones
Nearly
300
gall
whiwere
be drilled in the near future
times in the game, pitcher Scog-ch will give the city a supply of moved in the operation, some of gins would tighten up and the
about 40 or 50 gallons per minu- them being as large as small boys would fail to score.
marbles.
te. :.
Nutt was on the mound for
Roy and Gordon was behind the
bat; both did excellent work, but
their suport was very poor at
times, and a few costly errors ad
ded to the aid of the visitors.
However Nutt held the visitors
down to 10 hits, which is not
bad showing against a strong
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Brooms, 50 cents
A fresh supply of Whitmans famous candies
hasCjust

PER YEAR.

!

cro-.ssi- ng

XT

0

NEW JEWELER

SHORT BUT SWEET

Ernest Anderson of
Mosquero gave a birthday dinner
last Sunday in honor of her sister Mrs Frank L. Schultz's twenty second birthday. A number
of relatives of the iamily were
invited to Mosquero and all enjoyed a very pleasant day. At
the noon hour and supper hour
too, a fine dinner was spread and
served to those present and to
e,
which it Í3 said all did ample
especially the editors of
the S.A. and County Clerk Ander
son.
V
After dinner was served the
men folks went to Roy to the
ball game and the ladies and children went to the canyons for an
outing all returning in time for
dinner number two. All report
a dandy time and after one of
those good old days we all enjoy
so much. At a late hour every
body departed for their homes
wishing Mrs Schultz many more
such happy and pleasant birthdays.
Mrs

SUBSCRIPTION $

arrived-g- et

box for her.

a

Just received a beautiful line of men's ties very
nifty patterns. Get a
half dozen of them.

Floérsheim Mercañtilé Company

team.

.

The battery for Raton was
Scoggins on the mound and held
the Roy team down to 6 hits;
Sanide started catching for Raton, but was hurt by a foul ball
and was relieved by Sears who
finished the game.
A large bunch of fans Was out
to witness the game and all business nouses of the town were clot
sed during the afternoon. Seve

ral visitors were present from
Solano, Mills and Mosquero and
a large number of rooters kept
the air filled with music for the
visiting team, they also voiced
their opinions of the Raton umpire who at different times ma- de decisions which were not altogether satisfactory to the fans
and in fact to many of the ball
players. Just whether he did not
understand the game or was a
partial umpire it was hard to say
but we know that he tried hard
to get a bet on the Raton team,
we did not think that his bum
dicisions were necessary for Raton to win the game as the vi
sitors outplayed the Roy team
thruout the game. The fact of
the matter being that Roy sim- ply was not in shape to play an
organized lejrue club which was
a little too heavy for them. While Scoggins pitched a fine gamev
v
(Continued on page 8)
.
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BROKEH-DOW- N

WOMAN
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SPANISH-AMERICA-

Then I BeganTaking Lydia E.
Pinkham's Medicines

Ram seyMi Ihollañd

Donaldsonville, La. "I write with
pleasure to praise your medicine Lydia

By BOOTH TARKINGTON

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii

pi,""JI!l

tame umpouna

which has donoso
much to restore my

health.
broken-dow-

1'

i

I was a
woman

n

until my husband
brought me a bottle
of your Vegetable
Compound and one of
Lydia E. Pinkham's

Blood Medicine.
I
had been having
pains every month
and at intervals between, was weak and
eeemed to be smothering at times, but
in a week I felt like another woman. I
also used Lydia E. Pinkham's Sanative
Wash. It did me a lot of good too. I
cannot praise your medicines too much
and will be more than glad to recommend them to any woman who is suffering from female troubles. You may
prmt my testimonial, as it is true."
Mrs. T. A. Landby, 612 Miss. St, Donaldsonville, La.
Note Mrs. Landry's words "as it is

true." Every letterrecommendingLydia

E. Pinkham's Vegetable Compound is
genuine. It is a statement telling the
merits of these medicines just as the
women in your own neighborhood tell
each other about them. For fifty years
Lydia E. Pinkham's Vegetable Compound has sold on merit.
Appearances Are Decepeive.
"I understand Mr. Wadlelgh was
very patriotic during the war."
"You've sized him up wrong."
"Kh?"
"He hung up an American flag In
his office and right under It he signed
a contract that beat the government
out of $1,000,000." Birmingham
Age-Uerul-

Mutual Precaution.
Girl's father (deliberately) "Young
man, are your Intentions serious?"
Suitor (hesitatingly)

HaveYouaBad Back?
Do
Are you lame every morning?
you drag through the day with a
steady, nagging backache evening find
you "all played out"? Probably your
kidneys are to blame. Hurry, worry,
lack f rest and a heavy diet, all tend
to Weaken the kidneys. Your back
gives out; you feel depressed and suffer headaches, dizziness and kidney irregularities. Don't go from bad to
Use Doan's Kidney Pills.
worse.
Ask
Thousands recommend them.

your neighbor!

A New Mexico Case
Pablo Moya, 430
Canon Road, Santa
Fe, N. Méx., says:
"I had trouble with
my back and kidneys.
I was lama
and couldn't do any
work. My back
hurt all the time
and when I went
to bed I couldn't
rest. Doan's Kidney Pills, cured ma
and I have never
had the slightest
return oí the trouble."
Cat Dora's al Any Stem,

DOAN'S

FOSTER MILBURN CO

C0e a Bos

iSSS?
N. Y.

BUFFALO,

SLOW
DEATH
nches, pains, nervousness, difficulty in urinating, often mean
serious disorders. The world's
standard remedy for kidney, liver,
bladder and uric acid troubles

GOLD MEDAL

tiring quick relief and often ward off
deadly diseases. Known as the national
remedy of Holland for more than 200
years. All druggists, in three sizes.
Look for the name Gold Medal on every bos
and accept no imitation

West Texas Military Academy

,

San Antonio. Texas sothYearV
Affiliated with the UntYprslty of Texas,
West Point, Annapolis and leading institutions of the United States. Arm? o (ticen
Uniform
detailed by War Department.
equiptnentlssued by Government. Separate
junior School. Swimming Pool. Athletic
Champions
and
Field.
of Football
Baseball
Opens8EPT.fi. Write for new Illustrated
catalogue. J.TOM WILLIAMS, feupt.
fi.o.T.a

"Cutter's"
IF YOUR Uses
Serums and Vaccines he it

doing his best to conserve your
interests. Zoyears
concentration on
one line count for
something.

VETERINARIAN

The Cutter Laboratory

éiTht Labtratérf that Knno$ JJtv
(U.S. License)
Berkeley
California

Skin Tortured Babies Sleep

Mothers Rest

After Cuticura
Sot 25c, Ointment 25 and 50c, Talen

Your Hair

25c.

need not be thin
or atreaked with

gray
HAIR COLOR

RESTORER will
revive it an. briar back all It. original
olor ana laxnrlance. At all food drnnixta, 7Sc, or
direct from HUSK . EU1S, Caw, MtMiHIS, TENH.

eneUy

EXCLUSIVE AGENCÍ
YOUB CHANCE
offered for your town. Wonderful poailbllltle.
to make eaey money In apare time aelllnf
newly invented popular priced coreelette.
Universally adopted by all women. Sell, at
eight. Write for particular.. KAY BALE
CO.. Room 8í0. 112S Broadway, NEW VOKK.

W. N. U, DENVER, NO.

28-19-22.

CHAPTER

XI.

Continued.
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"All right then." Fred settled himself upon the window seat with a pipe,
"There's something
and proceeded,
about her, when she stands there, she
stands so straight arid knows just what
she's up to, and everything, why,
there's something about her makes the
cold chills go down your spine 1
mean my spine, not yours particularly! You sit down I mean anybody's
spine, doggone It!" And as Ramsey
Increased the manifestations of his
suspicions, lifting a tennis racket over
the prostrate figure, "Oh, murder,"
Fred said, resignedly. "All right, we'll
change the subject. That fat little
Werder cutle made out a pretty good
case for Germnny, didn't she?"
ltamsey disposed himself in an easy
chair with his feet upon the table,
and presently chuckled. "You remember the time I had the fuss with Wesley Bender, back In the ole school
days?"
"Yep."
"All the flubdub this Werder girl got
off tonight puts me In mind of the
way I talked that day. I can remember It as well as anything! We9ley
kept yelpin' that whoever mentioned
a lady's name in a public place was a
pup, and of course I didn't want to
hit him for that ; a boy's got a reg'lar
instinct for tryln' to make out he's
on the right side In a scrap, and he'll
always try to do something, or say
something, or he'll get the other boy
to say sometblog, to make it look as
If the other boy was In the wrong and
began the trouble. So I told poor ole
Wes that my father spoke my mother's name In a public place whenever
he wanted to, and I dared him to say
my father was a pup. , And all so on.
A boy startln' up a scrap, why, half
the time he'll drag In his father and
mother If there's any chance to do It.
He'll fix up some way so he can say,
Well, that's just the same as if you
called my father and mother a fool,'
or something like that. Then, afterward, he ran claim he was scrappln
because he had to defend his father
and mother, and of course he'll more
thnn half believe It himself.
t "Well, you take a government It's
only Just some men, the way I see It,
and If they're goln' to start some big
trouble like this war, why, of course
they'll play just about that same old
boy trick, because It's Instinct to do It,
Just the same for a man as it Is for a
boyor else the principle's Just the
same, or something. Well, anyhow, If
you want to know who started a scrap
and worked it up, you got to forget all
the talk there is about it, and all what
each side says, and Just look at two
things : Who was fixed for It first, or
thought they were, and who hit first?
When you get the answer to those two
,

questions everything's settled about
this being 'attacked' business. As near
as I can make out, this war began
with Germany and Austria's startln'
to wipe out two little countries ; Austria began shootin' up Serbia, and
Germany began shootin' up Belgium.
I don't need to notice any more than
that, myself all the girls In the country can debate their heads off, they
can't change what happened and they
can't excuse it, either."
He was silent, appearing to feel that
he had concluded conclusively, and the
young gentleman on the window seat,
after staring at him for several moments of genuine thoughtfulness, was
gracious enough to observe, "Well, old
Earn, you may be a little slow In class,
but when you think things out with
yourself you do show signs of some,
thing pretty near like real horse-sens- e
Why don't you ever say
sometimes.
anything like that to to some of
your pacifist friends?"
"What do you mean? Who you
'pacifist
Whose
about?
talkin'
friends'?''
"See, here!" Fred exclaimed, as
Ramsey seemed about to rise. "You
keep sitting, just where you are, and
don't look at me out of the side of
your eye like that pretendin' you're a
bad horse. I'm really serious now, and
you listen to roe. I don't think argufying and debating like that little Frau-lel- n
Werder's does much harm. She's
a right nifty young rolypoly, by the
way, though you didn't notice, of
course."
"Why didn't I?" Ramsey demanded,
sharply. "Why didn't I notice?"
"Oh, nothing. But, as I was saying,
I don't think that sort of talk does
much harm: everybody knows It goes
and It's
on among the
's
all hot air, anyhow. But I think
sort of talk does do harm, prob'ly
among people that don't know much;
's
and, what's more, I think Dora
does some, too. Well, you hit
Llnskl In the snoot, so what are you
Sit still ! My lord I You don't think
I'm askln' you to go and hit Dora, do
you? I mean: Aren't you ever goln'
to talk to her about It and tell her
what's what?" ......
Lin-skl-

"Oh, you go to bed !"
"No, I'm In earnest," Fred urged.
"Honestly, aren't you ever goln to?"
"How could I do anything like that?"
"I
Ramsey demanded explosively.
never see her to speak to, that Is.

I prob'ly wont happen to have another talk with her, or anything, all
the time we're In college.".

l

"No," Fred admitted, "I suppose not.
Of course, If you did, then you would
give her quite a talking to, Just the
way you did the mother time, wouldn't
you?"
But upon that, another resumption of physical violence put an
end to the conversation.
,

;

CHAPTER

XII.

Throughout .the term Ramsey's
of probabilities against the
happening of another Interview with
Dora seemed to be well founded, but
at the beginning of the second "semester" he found her to be a fellow
member of a class In biology. More
than that, this class had every week
session In the botanical
a two-holaboratory, where the structure of
plants was studied under microscopic
The students worked in
dissection.
pairs, a special family of planta being
assigned to each couple; and the Instructor selected the couples with an
eye to combinations of the quick with
the slow. D. Yocum and R. Milhol-lan- d
(the latter In a strange state of
mind and complexion) were given two
chairs, but only one desk and one microscope.
Their conversation was
strictly botanical.
Thencefortn It became the most
pressing care of Ramsey's life to prevent his roommate from, learning that
there was any conversation at all,
Fortunately, Fred
even botanical.
was not taking the biological courses,
though he appeared to be taking the
sentimental ones with an astonishing
thoroughness, and sometimes, to Fred's
hilarious delight, Ramsey attempted to
turn the tables and rally him upon
whatever last affair seemed to be engaging his fancy. The old Victorian
blague word "petand
ticoat" had been revived In Fred's
vocabulary, and In others, as "skirt."
The lightsome sprig was hourly to be
.

--

'-

-.'

r

--

v.

They Were Dora Yocum and Ramsey
Mllholiand.
seen, even when university rulings forg
giddily along the
bade,
campus paths or the town sidewalks
with some new and pretty Skirt. And
when Ramsey tried to fluster him
about such a matter Fred would profess his ardent love for the new lady
In shouts and Impromptu song. Nothing could be done to him, and Ramsey,
utterly unable to defend his own sensibilities In like manner, had always
to retire In bafflement. Sometimes he
would ponder upon the question thus
suggested: Why couldn't he do this
sort of thing, since Fred could? But
he never discovered a satisfying .answer.
Ramsey's watchfulness was so careful (lest he make some Impulsive admission In regard to the botanical laboratory, for Instance) that Mr. Mitchell's curiosity gradually became almost quiescent but there arrived a
day in February when It was piqued
into the liveliest activity. It was Sunday, and Fred, dressing with a fastidiousness ever his dally habit, noticed that Ramsey was, exhibiting an
dilly-dallyin-

TRIR TO CANADA
Party of Settlers From United
States on Way to the
Land of Big Crops.

Settlers on their way to and through
do not always rely on the
Here,
railroads for transportation.
of a
photograph
a
Is
for
Instance,
by
parents,
surrounded
little brothers
and big sisters. The professor wí
talkative; Fred's mind might have
been greatly Improved, but with a. window in range he preferred a melancholy contemplation
of the snow,
which had begun to fall In quantity.
The professor talked until luncheon,
throughout luncheon, and was well under way to fill the whole afternoon
with talk, when Fred, repenting all
the errors of his life, got up to go.
Heartily urged to remain, for there
was now something just under a blizzard developing, he said no, he had a
great deal of "curriculum work" to
get done before tomorrow, and passed
from the sound of the professor's hospitable voice and Into the storm. He
had a tedious struggle against the
?
wind and thickening snow, but finally r.;,-came In sight of the town, not long
before dark. Here the road led down
into a depression, and, lifting his head
as he began the slight ascent on the ft ft.- other side, Fred was aware of two
figures- outlined upon the low rldga
it
before him. They were dimmed by the
driving snow and their backs were party from one of the northern states
toward him, , but he recognized them on the way to their new home near
with perfect assurance. They were Lake Winnepegosls, Manitoba.
They
Dora Yocum and Ramsey Milholland. were a sturdy,
lot and
They were walking so slowly that
with them a full complement
their advance was almost Impercept- carried
machinery. With the tractor
of
farm
ible; but It could be seen that Dora
commence
was talking with great animation ; and outfit they Intended to
spring
operations
this
xtensive
rather
gesticushe was a graceful thing, thus
lating, In her long, slim futf coat with on the land which their scouts had
the white snow frosting her brown fur already Inspected ' and reported on
cap. Ramsey had his hands deep In favorably as to Its productiveness.
At almost every point on the Canahis overcoat pockets and his manner
was wholly that of an audience.
dian border where there are located
Fred murmured to himself, '"What means for admitting settlers, the redid you say to her?' 'Nothin'. I start- ports are that it is almost a dally
ed to, but " Then he put on a occurrence to admit settlers from
burst of speed and passed them, sweep- states as far off as Texas who have
ing off his hat with operatic deference, adopted the automobile as a means to
yet hurrying by as if fearful of being
Different.
thought a killjoy If he lingered. He
"Do you think we ought to finance
went to the "frat house," found no one
downstairs, and established himself In foreign enterprises."
"Perhaps," replied Mr. Dustln Stax ;
a red leather chair to smoke and
"but
that's different from calling in
In
fire
great
by
a
ruminate merrily
foreign enterprise to dictate how we
the hall.
Half an hour later Ramsey entered, shall spend pur money."
stamped off the snow, .hung up his
Cuticura Comforts Baby's Skin
hat and coat, and sat himself down
defiantly in the red leather chair on When red, rough and Itching, by hot
baths of Cuticura Soap and touches of
the other side of the fireplace.
Cuticura Ointment. Also make use
!"
"Well, go on," he said. "Commence
"Not at all !" Fred returned, ami- now and then of that exquisitely scented
ably.
"Fine spring weather today. dusting powder, Cuticura Talcum, one
Lovely to see all the flowers and the of the indispensable Cuticura Toilet
by. The lit- Trio. Advertisement
birds as we go
tle bobolinks"
Whiskers Killed Her Love.
"You look here! That's the only
A divorce decree has been granted
walk I ever took with her In my life. In Vienna because a wife objected
I mean by by asking her and her that her husband, an
did
saying she would and so forth. That not shave or wash himself properly.
other time just sort of happened, and
The official defender of the maryou know It. Well, the weather wasn't riage bond appealed against the diJust the best in the world, maybe, but vorce, contending that soap and other
she's an awful conscientious girl and toilet articles were now so dear that
once she makes an engagement"
many wives were discontented with
"Why, of course," Fred finished for their husband's toilet.
him, "she'd be too pious to break it
The appeal court, however, decided
Just on account of a mere little bliz- that the couple were incompatible,
zard 6r anything. Wonder how the and that if the marriage had not been
mftlnly due to the glamour of uniform
weather will be next Sunday?"
"I don't know and I don't care," the wife would have condoned her
said Ramsey. "You don't suppose I husband's toilet economies.
asked her to go again, do you?"
Important to Mothers
"Why not?"
Examine carefully every bottle of
"Well, for one thing, you don't suppose I want her to think I'm a perfect CASTORIA, that famous old remedy
for Infants and children, and see that it
fool, do you?"

Copyright by Doubladay, Paga S Company
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Canada

carry themselves and their families
to the country of their choice. Such
settlers are bound to succeed. Some
of them go two or three hundred miles
Inland, and select their homes in the
park districts of Manitoba, Saskatche-wa- n
and Alberta. Others purchase
improved and unimproved farms In
th more thickly settled districts la
the southerly and central parts of
Wherever they may
these provinces.
'
go, they are certain to secure land
They will sea
nf oprtaln nossibllltles.
grain crops of high value, wheat that
will produce from 2D to 40 bushels
Tier acre, oats giving high yields, bar- ley a certain producer, and grass and
fodder In quantity and quality that

ur

t

'fit.

.

,

.

-

self-relia-

will satisfy them that the cattle and
stock raising possibilities are fully as
good as they have been told.
The reports from all parts of Western Canada at the present time fully
bear out the most optimistic expectations and hopes of the early ' days of
seeding.
Evidence of the splendid
growth of this year is the fact that
alfalfa was cut on the 15th of June
and yielded nearly two tons to the
acre.
, ,
Corn planted on the 23rd of May,
on the 5th of June was snowing several inches about the ground, and
making glad the heart of the farmer
who had built his silo, which he hoped
to fill in the latter days of

Rpnra tll

yar . rrr .
Fred mused a moment or two, looking at the fire. "What was the lec- Signature of
In Use for Over 30 Years.
ture?" he asked, mildly.
"What lecture?"
Children Cry for Fletcher's Castoria
"
"She seemed to me to be
"That wasn't lecturing ; she was just
Cryptic Language.
"What are those flappers talking
"Just what?"
about?"
"Well, she thinks war for the United
"Only a flapper can tell."
States is coming closer and closer"
When a man Is full of himseltthere
"But it isn't."
"Well, she thinks so, anyhow," said Isn't room for much else.
Ramsey, "and she's all broken up about
it. Of course she thinks we oughtn't
to fight and she's trying to get every-

UUS77ZéJM

M

body else she can to keep working
against It. She Isn't goln' home again
next summer, she's goln' back to that
settlement work In Chicago and work
there among those people against our
goln to war; and here In college she
wants to get everybody she can to talk
against It,
"What did you say?" Fred asked,
and himself supplied the reply:
"Nothin. I started to,
unusual perplexity about neckties.
Ramsey got up. "Now look here!
"Keep the black one on," Fred said, You know the 'frat passed a rule that
volunteering a suggestion, as Ramsey if we broke any more furniture in this
muttered fiercely at a mirror. "It's in house with our scrappln we'd both be
better taste for church, anyhow. fined the C03t of repairs and five dolYou're going to church, aren't you?" lars apiece. Well, I can afford five
"Yes. Are you?"
dollars this month better than you can,
"No. I've got a luncheon engagement."
"I take It back!" Fred interposed,
"Well, you could go to church first, hastily. "But you Just listen to me;
couldn't you? You better; you've got you look out letting her think you're
a lot of church absences against you." on her side like that"
"Then one more won't hurt. No
"I don't"
church In mine this morning, thanks!
"You don't?"
G'by, ole sox; see you at the frat
(TO BE CONTINUED.)
house' for dinner."
Do Not Reach for the Moon.
He went forth, whistling syncopaPsychological science apparently has
tions, and began a, brisk trudge into
the open country. There was a pro- exploded the good old notion that
fessor's daughter who also was not "babies will reach for the moon." Dr.
going to church that morning and she John B. Watson states in the Scientific
lived a little more than three miles Monthly that when actually put to the
test they will watch attentively anybeyond the outskirts of the town. Unfortunately, as the weather was threat- thing they see moving, no matter what
its distance, but that they will not
ening, ell others of her family abandoned the idea of church that day, and reach for It until it is within 29 Inches
Fred found her before a cozy fire, bat of them.

and"

but"

and"
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Rain tater and
Pure Soap

1

Girls who pride themselves
on their appearance know
the value of a smooth and
fragrant skin. . .Three gen- erations of lovely women
have set an example in using
the pure cleansing lather of

m
vn
f

I
I
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August-Advertise-

Tough.
"Hey, Gap," excitedly cried an acquaintance rushing up to Gap Johnson of Rumpus Ridge, who had come
to town on a shopping expedition accompanied by his young son. "Your
boy, Bearcat, fell Into the machinery
over at the mill while he was pestering round,' and "
"Great day I" was the reply. "Hurt
him much?"
"No, but the miller Is hollering about
suing you for damages b'cuz the works
of his infernal mill are busted to
thunder." Kansas City Star.
YOU CAN WALK IN COMFORT
Sbake Into Your Shoe, some ALLEN'S
POOTEX8B, the Antiseptic, Healing powder for .hoe. that pinch or feet that ache.
It take, the friction from the .hoe and
live, relief to corn, and bunion., hot, tired,
sweating, swollen feet. Ladle, can wear
.hoe. one .1... .mailer by ahaklng Alien'.
FootEue In each .hoe. Advertisement.

tf yon

Invention.
A French Inventor has a device that
takes 25,000 photographs a 3econd. It
will be a big help to rapid movies
which stow down action and show
you each step of the growth of a plant
or men jumping hurdles.
The rapid camera stretches a second into a minute. Time is relative,

elastic.
Alike After All.
Mary Alice had chickenpox and be-- .
cause the doctor had come to see her,
was putting on great airs. She wa
strutting on the porch when the llttl
boy next door came over. "I've gol
chickenpox," she boasted.

For a minute he was crest-falleand then a look of Joy. came on his
face. "That ain't nothing," he retorted. "Last week I had gooseflesh."
n

More speed trials in the courts and
fewer on the highways might help.
The best any of us' poor mortals
can do Is to hope we are right.
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COLGATE'S
L, Cashmére Bouquet, Soap
)

Luxurious

Lasting

Refined

ment.

i
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HERE IS A SPUUT THAT

POUTIEAL

WINS

"Boost" is the word that means
Everything to the Individual
and the community.

Bright Lights
When running at any
speed. Saves bulbs from

R. S. Wood Motor

ES
We have them
Deep well pumps

or made to order
Safety Flues, any size
Galvanized barrels and tanks

,t

aid

Part-Count-

y

i

76)

,

0W

boot-leggin-

Garden hose and pipe supply

Roy Tin Shop

g,

617-24-1-8--

P. T. GIBSON, Prop.

Abstracts Abstracts Abstracts
We have .the only complete tract index to the Harding
County Records.
We have an experienced abstracter in charge of our
business.
We give our entire time and attention to the abstract
business.
,
Our abstracts are approved by all loan companies oper-in-g
in Harding County.
We can furnish abstracts promptly, and at a reasonable

charge.

Harding County Abstract. Co.
Incorporated and bonded
Mosquero,

New Mexico,

Virgil Anderson and Gerald
Dodds left for western Oklaho
ma Sunday morning with the
Anderson Thresher outfit where
Virgil has secured a contract for
a large threshing run this sum
mer. They drove the outfit
over pulling the separator and
cookshack. with the large Rum-le- y
Oilpull. They expect to make
30 miles per day while on the
;
cend to make the 250
miles in 10 or eleven days. ,
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF
THE EIGHTH JUDICIAL
DISTRICT SITTING WITH- -.
IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF HARDING STATE
OF NEW MEXICO

Plaintiff,
vs.
Marian E. Payton,
Defendant
No. 108
DEFENDANT:

You are hereby notified that
FOR SALE OR TRADE
One
complaint of the above namthe
good
Ford runabout in
condition.
ed
is now on file in the
plaintiff
Address Box 355, Roy, N.Mexico office
of the Clerk of the District
Court of Harding County, New
LOCAL man honored
Mexico, wherein, said plaintiff
AT INSURANCE MEET prays an absolute divorce from
you upon the grounds of deserHomer F. Cooke, general age- tion, and that unless you appear
nt of the Las Vegas district, thereto and defend on or before
Pacific Mutual Life Insurance the 15th day of August, 1922,
Co., spent last week in Estes default will be entered against
Park, Colo., attending the com you and decree of divorce will be
pany convention. Mr Cooke was rendered as prayed m said comgreatly honored there, having plaint. '
.
been elected
Attorney F. S. Merriau of
of the
company organization called the Raton, New Mexico, is attorney
"Big Tree Club" : awarded first for plaintiff in said cause.
place for the state of New MexiWITNESS the Honorable Tho
co in point of written business mas N. Leib, Judge of the Dist
and first prize on a paper read rict court of the Eighth Judicial
before the convention.
District sitting within and for
Rev. Cooke is minister of the the' county of Harding and the
Christian Church at this place seal of said court affixed hereto
and writes Insurance as a side on this 28th day of June, 1922.
line and is making trood. Not
c. Ernest Anderson,
only as a Minister but as an In- clerk of the District court
susaáoe igjnt also;
Harding county, New Mexico
r

vice-prside- nt
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George W. Payton

Summons by Publication
TO THE ABOVE NAMED

s

FOR 1922

I hereby armounca myself a

-

re
Hardwa
Tinware

atfty.fllj

ANNOUNCEMENT

to-wi-

Well pipe and cylinders of all
sizes, well casing of all sizes

Sssm

NOMEY VmiOSOVWi

I

Wind-mill- s

j

MKICEOTS

.

Com pa n y

iOPE (M9 AUTOCASTgft
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burning out Guaranteed
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candidate for Sheriff , subject to
You are invited to join the com- trie action ot the Democratic
Convention of Harding County
Here was yotmg Jim Jones jnsf went into his hack garden to
munity Boosters, and
nominated
If
promand
elected
I
see
how his grape vines were coming along, and every one of
your
Boost your county, boost
ise to conduct the office strictly them was átkú not a leaf in sight. He was sure he had doped
mend,
Boost the church that you at on a business basis with economy the whole thing out so he would have a wonderful grape juice
oi County Government as my crop this year. He got the finest vines, planted them with the
tend;
greatest care, and then gave them a dose of manure he was sure
Boost the place where you are chief aún.
would make them come up great. In the winter months he dug
Henry
W.
Farmer.
dwelling,
around them, and gave them more manure to keep them going
Boost the goods that you 'are
ANNOUNCEMENT
through the cold spell. "Burned up." remarked old Jake when
selling.
he saw them. "Ain't nothin' better'n manure, but too much kills.
Boost the people round about
I hereby announce myself as Plants are like humans. Grapes most of all grow best wheo
you:
a
candidate for County Assessor they have to fight, and don't get rich food too easy.'
They can get along without you-BHarding County, New Mexico,
of
success will quicker find
to the action of the De
subject
them
SOME CABBAGE PLANTS
v'
Think of it ! In a few years the
If they know that you're be mocratic Convention. If nomina
of Tanlac has gone round
fame
ted1 and elected, I pledge myself
hind them.
Spanish American received the world. The reason is merit
The
Boost for every forward move to personally discharge the du- a shipment of several thousand
ties of said office without favor
ment,
thousand cabbage plants Monday alone. Feirview Pharmacy.
Boost for every new improve to anyone and at a minimum of noon from the Raton Green
expense to taxpayers .
ment;
House of Raton, for free delivery In the District Court of the 8th
Boost the man for whom you
A. i; (Shorty) Burleson
Judicial District in and for
to the farmers of the mesa. The
labor,
the County of Harding,
plants were the finest ever re
Boost the stranger and the nei
State of New Mexico.
ceived here and 'Devil' Guthman
ANNOUNCEMENT
ghbor;
by
Mr
Hobson
dish
were
State of New Mexico, )
I hereby announce myself a assisted
Cease to be a chronic knocker,
ing out plants all afternoon. The
candidate
for
Sheriff .subject to Raton Greenhouse Which recei- County of Harding, )SS.
Cease to be a progress-blocke- r,
)
If you'd make your community the action of the Democratic ves a fine patronage from the John P. Felton,
Convention of Harding County,
better.
wishing to show their
Plaintiff,
New Mexico. If it is the will of Mesa and
Boost it to the final letter.
-- vstó
of
appreciation
offered
same
No.64.
Nebraska City Weekly News the people of Harding County, donate the plants, crate them Thomas A. Turner and
I will serve them without fear
and haul them to the depot at Essie Turner,
LAND OFFICE CONTINUED or favor and to the best of my Raton if the S. A. would pay the
Defendant.
knowledge and ability.
express and advertise the free NOTICE OF SHERIFF'S SALE
James S. Christman plants, they weighed several hun
By special enactment of con
Notice is hereby given that
gress, tne land ottices at fort
come m two lar- under and by virtue of a certain
pounds
and
dred
ANNOUNCEMENT
Sumner and Clayton will be con
ge crates by express and within TÍTPmit.iíYn íaunoH nnf rvf the nhn- tinued. Without the enactment
two hours thousands had been ve entitled court on the 9th day
of this special act these offices
This is o announce that H. given away at the office of the of June, A. D. 1922, 1 will offer
would have ceased to exist July M. Warner is a candidate for S . A . There were bills printed
public sale to. the highest bid-- .
1, and their records transferred sheriff of Harding County, N.M. Saturday announcing the free at
cash in hand on the 18f.h rlnw
der
to offices in adjoining districts. subject to the action of the De plants would be here Monday
of Julv. A. D. 1922 nt. rfcp hnui
mocratic County Convention. He and would be absolutely free. i0f 2.00 o'clock P. M. nf said Ha v.
Melville b loersheim is up in promises if nominated and elec The experiment cost several dol- - in front of the Post Office of the
the Taos country on a business ted, that he will give the people lors to both the Greenhouse and Village of Mills, of the County
the best that is in him .
mission this week.
Adv, the S.A; but we believe it was and State aforesaid, the follow-worth while and will be an aid to ing described real estate, t:
Mark Woods and family of
the farmers who have small irriNOTICE
Lots ten (10) and eleven
gated gardens. The farmers wenear Mosquero were trading in
(11) in Block one (1) of
Roy the later part of the week.
Cress heights addition to '
To the voters of Harding re loud in their praise for the
Ragenerousness
by
shown
the
the Town of Mills ,in HardCounty, N. M. Republicans, Deing County, New Mexico.
Don't wait until your horse is mocrats anH Indies vrtra if TToi- ton Greenhouse and we are sure
advertisement
This sale is for the satisfaction
stolen before locking the barn ding County have insisted on me
of a certain judgment in the,
door. Protect your health now running for sheriff of Harding.00 their
amount of Eight Hundred Sixty- by taking Tanlac. Fairview Pha
and wish to announce to
-- Dolrmacy.
the public that I have decided to Mrs Chas Weatherill and dau- - I ne & 76100-(?861.m
rr
run for sheriff regardless of po- ahtera ar vifritinv at the Van- ana1
" j
Mrs Melville Floersheim enter litics and if elected will do all in Dyne home at Springer this (10.75) Dollars costs of this ac
tion, with interest and all other
tained a number of ladies last my power to enforce the laws, week. Ask Charley how he likes costs
since incurred. stop
gambling
and
Tuesday in honor of Mrs A.S.
the
bachelor
Dated
life.
make
this 9th, day of June.
Harding
County
a respeclanson of Denver, Colorado who
A. D. 1922.
place
table
live
to
in.
is spending several. weeks with re
A vote for Gibson will be well
Many times Tanlac has done
Geo. B. Spivey,
atives and friends at this place.
Sheriff, Harding
A dainty lunch was served by worth your time at the polls if what was thought to be impos' sible .
County. N. M.
It's worth your trial.
the hostess during the afternoon. you want the laws enforced.
Gibson
John
F.
Fairview
Pharmacy.
Mrs Hanson and children will
eave Saturday accompanied by
Walter Floersheim for her home
in Denver.

For Ford cars

HE'S THE EASIEST FEt
LOW IN THE WORLD
TO FOOL
YDÜRSELE

Sato&ry July

KEexteft

mtdUmrJUgh )4iUkg$ R&cords

--

The high mileage records of Firestone Cords continue to
tne fact that Firestone methods are different and better.
These records, steadily increasing in number and in mileage
totals, justify the Firestone contention that there is one best
way to build tires.
Among the primary sources of Firestone extra mileage is
the saturation of the cord plies In a vat
double
f liquid gum thus coating each cord and virtually eliminating
internal heat and friction. ,
Another is Firestone air bag curing,, with its 200 pound
pressure, which places every cord accurately and equalises the
tension.
By blending the rubbers of different plantations and types,
and by tempering it before mixing, Firestone men add still
more mileage.
; Many cord tires are good a few are better Firestone usexi
say one is best
Those who have already experienced Firestone mileage, have
Stopped shopping and experimenting they have made these
cords standard equipment. Investigate your friends' success
with Firestone Cords and buy your next tira accordingly.
Come in and get your share of extra mileage.
em-chasl- ze

.$?

gum-dippi-
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Baker & Scheier,

at
17f
1

Roy,

n. Mex.

!

The

Spanish-America-

Roy. Harding County, NVw Mexico, Saturday July 15th. 1922
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Poem by
:

Oí JI

qj) vLJ

Mills, N.M.
Dates at this office.

RECEIVED

--

ATTENTION TO DETAIL

Fancy Comb

When, a feller pays, attention to, the
commonest of things,
there s a powerful sight of comfort in the happiness it brings.
If we overlook the details in the rush of gettin' there.' we
the grim necessity of bringin' up the rear.
In the thousand little ventures that a feller undertakes, it
may be plantm,- flowers, or it'may be killin" snakes. Our hand
may grasp the saber, or the handle of the plow but we don't
accomplish anything, without
how
The man that, borrys money at a triflin' rate per cent, may
dissjpate his wages till he don't know, how thev went. . . . Hut
the keerful money lender, as he figgers the amount, might illuminate the spender, on the little things that count.
I reckon there is women that's disposed to keepin' house. . . ,
They d .entertain the elephant an' squall about the motise! Thev
.fight the little Ted'ant. while they love a dog. bv jings, but that's
the way with womenthey aspire to greater tilings!

'
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Fatjo Apiaries,
P.O.

and
Machine Work,

GARAGE
No. 11958

Report of, condition of the
"FIRST NATIONAL BANK"
at Roy, in the State of New Mexico, at the close of business on
June 30th, 1922.

J. D. Wade,

-

RESOURCES
Loans and. discounts, including rediscounts
acceptances of other ' banks,' and foreign
bills of exchange or drafts sold with indor- sement of this bank
$178,727.27
Total loans
Overdrafts, unsecured,
Other bonds, stocks, securities, etc:
,

1.

AUCTIONEER

,

:

.

I am a sraduate

$178,727.27
'

.

:.

,

,

B.

.

,

1

.

V.-.-'-

13

:.;j
'

Shorts

.".")'

'

v.

,

i

;

í'

XXÍMEIN

...

i

.

.;

,

,

17
18
22-

-

26
27

-

rowed)
Total of demand deposits (other
than bank deposits) subject to Re- serve, Items 26, and 27
89.183.36
Time deposits subject to Rearve
(payable
after 30 days or more notice,)

S.aowyou

Certificates of deposit (other than for

RSJIW

, .

.

o

,.
.;!.

'

!

-

!

F,.S. Brown

C.LV

Justice, Cashier.

.

'

'
...

,.,

ILB. Jones,
.
r .
nd Wrn to. before me this l'Óth day of July 1922.
(SEAL)
F.H. Foster,
í vi
;.
rj: ? Justice of .the Peace.

Sud
.

Phil Sanchez, the obliging postmaster of Mora. New Mexico
was in town Tuesday enroute home from Mosauero where he had
been on business. Mr Sanchez
is interested in the Hardinir Co
unty Abstract Co., and reports
an excellent business.

GLASSES

Roy,

,J

At

:-

-:

N. M.

y

Doc McCargo's
(The best Cleaner)
What more can you ask.

"6

They are

COOD'iO
v

ThePhimlee Hospital

I:

SUITS PERFECTLY
CLEANED AND NICELY PRE
'
SSED FOR $L00 '
PLAITED SKIRTS . . . . . . .75é
MENS SUITS;..........: 1.25

...

We rae now prepared to test
your eyes and fit glasses.
Can furnish you any kind of
glasses, or any corrective treat- ment for the eye you tan get
any where.

NEW MEXICO.

know-

.:

.

Remeiio Lopez

GLADSTONE. NEW MEXICO.

.

Correct Attest:
G.R. Abernathy

.

402.12 GARDNER S. CHAPIN, M. D.
Physician and Sureeon
$210,009.39

......,

ano. belief.

rt

'
,

25,777.74

State of New Mexico. Countv nf WarAinv 5 s
1. C.L. Justice. Cashier of thp nhnvp
swear that the above statement is true to the best of mv
ledge
''

Can Make Inspection Soon.
Write, Phone or See. ; ..
MOSQUERO,

.....

44

Rates Reasonable.
25,302.30

r

Items 32,
25,302.30
;
Notes and bills rediscounted, including ac-- ceptances of other banks and foreign bills of exchange or drafts sold
"
with indorsement of this bank
Liabilities other than those above stated

;

J

ON REAL ESTATE

bor-

subject to Reserve

The weather continues drv and
hot. altho several local showers
have fallen on different parts of
the mesa, yet the general condi
tion or tne mesa is very poor for
crops at present and most crops
are suffering for the want of
'
rain.

roí

MONEY to LOAN

.

AVlitl

and let us

10,710.59

;

rowed money)
Total of time deposits

:

DO DBS
.

40

'

J

,

v

. .

32

Our prices are right on all of the above

Reeder

.

.'.

ii

HOMES1EÁD
FLOUR
Corn méal, Bran and

from th

45.86 Alissouri Auctioneering
School;
2,468-9I will assure you of service
1,850.00 that brings results. ?
;
8,061.89
Will be glad to
your

"''
Furniture and fixtures
Lawful reserve with Federal Reservé Bank
ciy
salé
Cash in vault and amount due from natio- anywhere at any time.
nal banks
6,284.53
., v.
n ... . . ..
Amount due from State banks, bankers, ,
and trust companies in the United
Col.
R.
(other than included in '
...
,,. States
Items 8 and .10)'".
Roy, New Mexico
'56.92
Checks on other banks in the same'eitvor'1'
town as reporting, bank :.
t' V
796.73
Total of Items 10, 11, 13 7,138.18 n
Checks and drafts on bank's including Fe-'
Í
déral Reserve Bank) located outside
. C.
of city: or1 town ;of reporting bank
5,383.64
UNDERTAKER
j,T
n utner assets, n any . . ; i; . v. ; . .
6,333.58
!'.?
? AndíK-tMv.
. . ';' .
j j, Total ,
LICENSED EMBALMER
$210,009.39
., LIABILITIES
Full line of Caskets' alwaysq
Capital stock paid in
also suits and dresses. '
. . . .', . .
50,000.00
'
Calls answered day or night
Surplus fund .......
10,000.00
Amount due to national banks
9,340.87
Phone No. 58
;
Individual deposits subject to check
'. ' .78,475.77
Foster Blk.. 'Roy, N. Mex.
Certificates of deposit due in less than 30
days (other than for; money bor- -

n
16

OL

Springer, New Mex.

Box1

General Blacksmith

-

A car of

I

WITH.THE LIBERTY

Í

7

:

,

CETYLENE WELDING AND-DISROLLING
AT THE OLD STAND,

Stock salt in 100 poiind bags
Daily salt in 25 pound bags
Table salt in all sizes
A carload of fence, poultry and
hog wire

;vj

Leading Grocer
Italian Bees and Queens

!

and
Mpmir oiOGlcs

Extracted Honey

For Bale by the case
and in 5 gal. can :

;"

-

a i ri

:

Retailed by all
e

may-iac-

A
s

3

FATJO'S HONEY

A carload ot

1

Geo E. Cochrane
THE
AUCTIONEER

'

Bay this Cigarette and Save Money

Mrs B. S. Justice of r.hnTinte
Kansas, is visitino- hoy enn m.
Justice and family of this place!
She ÍS SDendinir thli nnwlr with
them in the mountains and en
joying real New Mexico weather.

The

Spanish-America-

Roy, Harding County, New Mexico,

n,

"The Return to llormal"

THE

SPANISH-AMERIC'

"
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'

.
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ftgiím-

Entered as
.

i

During the past few years we have heard a good deal of talk
a sub
about the time when conditions would return to normal. It" isNo one
understood.
very
little
and
discussed
ject that is much
to what
seems to be able to offer a satisfactory explanation as
have
a
different
to
seems
one
"normal conditions" are. Every
;

opinion.

kn,t the purpose of this little leaflet to make any

pro-

,

return to normál nor offer any ex
phecy as to
normal ; conditions. We don t
constitutes
to
what
as
planations
know. We do know that everything is out of joint and that there
is only one way to remedy it. That is, every one must put forth a
)
;
little more effort, do a little more than formerly .
In addition to raising wheat, corn and beans, the farmers
should raise more hens, hogs and milch cows . bAny farmer who has
fifty hens, fifteen hogs and five milch cows, has a steady source
of income. An income sufficient to maintain the average family,
Eggs, cream and pork are cash products. You can get toash for
your eggs "every day; cash for your cream every Week and c&sh
for your hogs twide a year, and this is a whole lot better than depending upon grain crops alone. Figure to get your living out of
your eggs and cream, then you will not be compelled ' to sacrifice
your wheat, corn and beans, when prices are lowest.
If you already have fifty hens raise fifty more. If you now
milch cows
iiffooh mnre.. Tf vou have five
" "
nave ihia;iii "ue"p
hens,
fifty
least
try
at
to
have
rate,
any
more.
At
raise five
Viímto an A five m lch pnws. Double this amount if you can.
and you willTse surprised at the revenue they will produce.
'
we can make
If every farmer on the Mesa will
this the greatest cream shipping section in the state of New Mexico. We can ship $5,000.0'0 worth of cream every month just as
well as $500.00 worth. Every station on the Mesa can ship from
fifty to one hundred cases of eggs a week just as well ás they can
;.
;
'
ship five cases.
'
when conditions will

,

-- --

fif-fa-

'

v

,

hens

,

;

an

;

Hens have always been the, farmers standby. They cost
very little to keep, require but little care and are steady revenue
producers. 50 hens will lay approximately 700 dozen eggs in a year
which, at 25 per dozen would amount to $175 .Pretty good income from a few hens, isn't it? Give this a little thought and you
of
can readily'see the advisability of raising double the. amount
.
héns you now., have,
'
,

,.-- ;

.

.

.

?'".

TURKEYS
;!.M
money
makers. One small city over in TeTurkeys are real
$25,000 worth of turkeys. Just as
out
over
shipped
xas last year
many can be shipped from the Mesa in two or three years from
now, if everyone will start next, year with a small flock. Don't
overlook raising turkeys next year. They are money makers.
..
Require very little feed and care.
HOGS
and more people are realizing the value of hogs There
cash market. Let your hogs do' your rooting. They
always
a
is
never strike. Are always on the job, rain or shine. Treat them
with care and they are never sick. Feed them properly and they are
money makers. Make hog raising a part and parcel of your farm
Talk Hogs RaiseHogs
operations and not merely a
:.'.

'"'

,

side-lin- e.

Foster Hog Raising!

MILCH COWS
The average Dairy Cow will produce about $7.00 worth of
cream per month or about $85.00 per year, and this does not take
into consideration the value of the skim milk you would have to
feed hogs. Five milch cows will produce about $425 per year.
Every bit of the feed for them can be raised on your farm. It isn't
necessary for every farmer to have a bull. It is a good plan fpr
several farmers to put together and buy a high gade or registered
bull for their use. During the depressing times of the past two
years, the farmers in the exclusive dairy sections of the country
have been the least hurt of all. They are prosperous and the
milch cow has made it possible. Don't overlook the dairy cow.
FEED CROPS
Be sure to raise enough feed or row crops to supply the
needs of your horses and cows. This is a matter of much importance and should be given more attention. Plan, if possible, to
raise all the feed your stock needs, so you will not be compelled
to use your'money to buy feed.
DIVERSIFIED FARMING
turkeys, hogs and milch
Raising these
cows should be as much a part of your program of farm operations as raising wheat,; corn and beans. A good deal of thought
and study has been, given to the question of working out a farming plan that can be 'successfully applied to the Mesa; and the
above program seems to be the best and surest money-make- r.
THE BANKERS AND MERCHANTS' SLANT
When you go to your Banker to borrow money or Merchant
to obtain goods on time, you will find you are accommodated
more readily if you have a nice lot of hens, turkeys, hogs and milch
cows; not merely because they are collateral, hut because the
Banker and Merchant knowryou are in a position to meet your
obligations more promptly. They know you are not depending
on one croD for your living; that your live stock and poultry will
provide the necessities and that you will be able to pay them back
out of your grain crops .
THE TIME TO START
There never was a better time to start raising more poultry
and livestock than right now. We are in much better shape than
a good many other places where land is high; our land values
have not dropped' very much. Further East men bought farms
during the high prices, putting in their life savings and now find
them swept away by the decline in the price of land. We don't
want to get in this kind of shape and we won't if we take time
The hens, the turkeys, the hogs, and the milch
by the fore-loccows will bring us through.
Let us all get together, put our shoulder to the wheel, raise
more livestock and poultry and put Harding and Union Counties
ón a firm foundation financially. '
CONCLUSION
This is no time to become discouraged . We arequite apt to
view conditions from some other section of the country and hastily conclude the farmers in that section are much better off than
we are. We live in one of the finest sections of the country, Our
Mesa will faise anything that will grow anywhere in this country.
--

money-makers-r-he-
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Ben Floersheim of Jaritas
W. R. Coplin of the Harding:
ranch was in Roy on business County Abstract Co., was in Roy
Friday morning.
he latter part of the week.
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matter at the post office in Roy, N.,
Registered; August 27, 1912. .;
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A recent survey of the tax
rolls for 1921 of Santa Fe and
Colfax, and Colfax counties by
the Taxpayers' Association of N.
M. suggests an interesting field
for study for each county in thé
state. Santa Fe county with a
population of 15,030 shows 4150
entries for taxes levied. Colfax
with a population of 21,550 show
5515 entries for taxes levied, in
each county, ofcourse, a large
number of persons charged with
and a
taxes are ,
good, many entries are against
the same taxpayer owning property in various districts.
On the tace oitne sania .re
county taxroll, 4150 property o
the owners are charged with a
non-reside-

total of $352,232.80, distributed
as follows according to amount
levied.

P. C. Haines and I. C. Dodds
and their families spent a few
Shirley Nutter and sister Miss days of last week up in the hills
Nira left for Raton, Friday, even on a combined fishing and pleas-

M

they will visit for a ure trip.
- -

S where
few', days.''

:

Saturday July lfth, 1922

Herbert Yates was in from
Baseball game Sunday after
PRINTING COMPANY
THE
Kephart Friday trading with the
wagon
noon,
Wm. G. Johnson, Associate Editoi
Mound vs,Koy on
Frank L. Schultz, Editor.
the local diamnd. Everybody in advertising merchants of Roy.
' Subscription $2.00 per year! payable strictly in advance.
vited.
, ;
SPANISH-AMERICA-

fm

'

'
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ABBOTT NEWS

'

-

Wm. Lofton of Mosquero was'
S. U. Rosen wald, wife and in Roy Friday morning enroute
Mrs Spence and children were
of
up from Tucumcari last week children of Albuquerque, are sp to Mills to attend a meeting
"'
ending the week with Milton the County Democratic J Central "
fishing.
Committee..
:, Mr and
Mrs Clyde McColpin Floersheim and family. Mrs
is a daughter of Mr Sol
motored to the mountains Satur'
Floersheim.
, .,
A. W. Drake was in town Friday evening.,
day from his home near MosqueMr Hisler called on Mr and
Mrs C.L. Wood Sunday evening. .The young folks of the town ro.; We have been informed that :
Mr Grabo of Tucumcari was enjoyed a jitney dance at the Co- Mr Drake is a candidate for Stafishing on the lake last week. mmunity hall last Wednesday1' te Representative and if elected
Mr and Mrs R.H. Smith visi- evening.
The dance was given will make a good one.
ted Mr Smiths parents near' Mills by the base ball boys and they
Sunday.
cleared several dollars from the
C. E. Hobson is ' recovering:
Mrs
family,
Bell
and
Engineer
evenings entertainment.
'.
and will soon be himself again.
Snider and son are enjoying a
few days fishing in the Abbott
lake.
Mrs McColpin ... and Mrs Hep
burn and children were picnic- Mosquero Abstract and Title Company
ing in the canyons Tuesday.
Mr and Mrs James of Mills
; j (Incorporated and Bonded.) ;; '
took supper with Mr and Mrs
Bell and Mrs Snider Monday,
ABSTRACTS FURNISHED PROMPTLY ON ALL
LANDS IN HARDING COUNTY.
Elvin Nickcns left for western
Texas Saturday where he is
Insurance of all kinds.
looking over the country for á
Special attention given to examining titles.
good opening for his picture
Show,
Conveyances.
Mosquero, New Mexico.
Jim Brown, the smiling garage
man of Springer , was in Roy
Sunday. Jim assisted the Max
well boys in the ball game and
did some good worc for them.
:
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pay Jess than $5 each ;
pay from $5 to $10
1220 pay from $10 to $25
603 pay from $25 to $50
'
260 pay from $5d to $75
141 pay from $75 to $100
161 pay frdm $100 to $150
80 pay from $150 to $200
78 pay from $200 to $300
'
38 pay from $300 to $400
22 pay from $400 to $500
86 pay, over $5a0 each
The total amount paid in the
last group is $199,232.80; in oth
er words 2 percent of the tax
payers pay 57 percent of the tax l'Poiaski's rains have as' yet
es in Santa Fe county. Of the failed to materialize.
4150 taxpayers,' 2681 are charg-- 1
T07lCnQ1'
Tn
NOTItii
J ...UU
p
1 CI i
"
CU
A" nflior
iUUiUli
words, 65 percent of the taxpayers pay only 8 percent of the To all householders, tenants,
and landlords, in the Village
taxes. 'Thesé 2681 pay less than
" 't... : of Roy .: v
$25 each, the average being a
Villasre
now ha.s a' Dumoine
The
little moré than $10.
In Colfax county, 743 taxpay- grounds for the disposal of refuers are charged less than five se matter. 'This dumping ground
dollars each ;, 633 pay from $5 to is oh. the C; w . Niel ranch, about
$10; 1167 pay from $10 to $25; two miles .west of the Village of
1046 pay f rom .$25 to $50;, 509 Royt (onehile west of the W.S.
re
pay from $50 to $75; 305 pay Dunn residence). You
372 pay from fore requested to clean up your
from $75
$100 to $150; 178 pay from $150 premises, and remove all waste
to $200; 218 pay from $200 to refuse, unsanitary, or unsightly
$300: 82 pay from $300 to $400; material from said premises.
53 pay from $400 to $500;, 209 This you may do yourselves, or
hire anyone you wish to do it
pay from $500 upwards.
The number in the last group for you; or you can have the
is considerably smaller than is Village truck remove it, at the
shown because many these pay rate of $2.50 per load. For less
in several school districts. As than load lots the charge will be
shown the 2C9 comprising 3.75 at that rate, but there will be a
percent of the total number of minimum charge of 50, for the
taxpayers pay 63 per cent of the removal of smail lots of refuse.
axes. 2543 taxpayers, 46 percent This matter will be in charge of
oí the whole number, pay a total Street Commissioner i Gambrel;
of $25, 396.48.48 or three per so if J'au want to have the Villacent of the taxes. These groups ge trucK do the work, see him. '
All refuse should be raked inpay less than $25 each, the averto piles, in or near the alleys, so
age being approximately $10.,
If these two counties are fair- that it will bo convenient for loaly typical of the counties of the ding. If this is not done, and the
state one may deduce several men employed on the truck have
facts as to- our tax situation. to do the raking, their time will
On the basis of total population, be charged for at the rate of 35
the average tax levied amounts per hour, while doing the work
to approximately $33 per capita. required to gather the refuse inHowever, the number of taxpay- to piles.
ers is less than 25 per cent of the You are further notified that
population. The average tax per if you do not clean up your pre
capita of taxpayers would there- mises in conformity with the a-fore average' perhaps $125. ;It bove request, before the 31st day
must of course be kept in mind of July 1922, then the Village
will clean them up, and all chartaxpayers are
To generalize further from ges wil be assessed against the
'
this study it appears that 35 per property.
ay oraey oi ine village coun
cent of the taxpayers of the st..
7
ate pay less than $25 each, the cil.''':
M.D. Gibbs,
average being less than $10. Thi-- j
Mayor.
rty per cent of the taxpayers, of
;
the state pay from $25 to $100 Attest:
'
Frank L . Schultz, ." each, the -- average - being, $50.
Clerk.
These two groups constitute ,85
per cent of the whole number
NOTICE
and pay approximately twenty
per cent of the taxes. - The number payingfrom$100 to $500 is The party who took the twen
o
special rifle and corn she-llabout 12 percent. This group
cent
from
the window of the post
pays approixmately 20 per
building
two
office
is known to the
average
about
and
of taxes
hundred dollars per tax payen post master, and this is to adThe remaining taxpayers, three vise that unless same is returned
per cent of all, therefore pay ap- within the next few days and
proximately 60 per cent of all left in the lobby, an officers
taxes levied. This group includ- will call for the articles and you
es the railroads which pay more will suffer the consequences. If
than 25 per cent of the $11,117, returned at once no questions
will be asked.
...
831.33 levied in the state.
789
672
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E. F. HENRYS

I

YV

COXTRACTO,
Cement, Stucco and Plasterer
.

J ROY, NEW MEXICO.

are-the-

-

non-residen- ts.

..

OU have been walking in the
sunny
fields
prosperity.
of
Life - seems secure. ' Youth and
i ' strength 'are careless and forYou have spent money
getful
r
as you have, earned
;
. .
.
....
Suddenly a flood of hard luck comes 9
rolling toward you.
by it
overwhelmed
Will you be

it

.

..
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BANK of ROY

.

ty-tw-

ANNOUNCING

er

We have Secured the
THf UNIVt R$Al CAR

and FOKDSON

.

The chief trouble with us up to this time has been that we have
depended too much on grain crops. Some of us have gotten the
idea that when we got our wheat crop put out, that all we had to
do was to sit down until harvest time and watch it grow'.
Times have changed very rapidly in the past three years
and in order to keep up with the procession, we must change oir
farming methods to meet the changing conditions.
,,!
Published by Courtesy of the
?
CITIZENS STATE BANK
Capital & Surplus $35,000
New Mexico .
Mills
V
.

.
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Authorized Sales & Service "
We invite you to call and inspect theNew
'
FORD CARS & TRUCKS
We have just received. V.
PUT IN YOUR ORDER EARLY
We promise you absolutely square dealing"
combined with efficient service., r '
,

'

-

?

Baker & Scheier

i

The

Spanish-America-

We can offer the
public
A complete line of

n.

Roy,

nai ding Connty, New Mexico, Saturday July

Shirley Nutter and sister Miss MORE HOME GARDENS
Nira Nutter were business visiDESIRABLE FOR
,
tors in Dawson and . Raton the
NEW MEXICO
Cr
past week. .,
Who ever heard of a farmer
Wm Lofton, prominent far- buying his "garden sass" from a
mer of Mosquero was a business grocery man? A lot of farmers
visitor in Roy last Saturday ii New Mexico are doing it or
going without, says Director
,
morning.
Monroe of the New Mexico AgriCollege, and he has cencultural
Sam Ratcliff made a business
figures
sus
to back up the statetrip to Springer last Tuesday
ment.
.
morning returning the same eve
The 14th census shows that
ning.
only 41.4 percent of all the farms
in New Mexico report maintainMrs. S.N. Gallegos is visit ing a home garden. This seems
ing friends in Las Vegas this rather low in comparison with
week and attending the Las Ve 78.9 percent of the farmers of
gas Normal.
the entire United States who are
furnishing the family require-- i
Sheriff Snivey and wife were ments from this source. Only I
in Roy Sunday evening returning two other states show a lower
percentage than New Mexico.
home from the
The average estimated value
ball game at Mills.
per farm garden in New Mexico
13 $55.00 as compared with an
S.E. Paxton and wife and average
of $68.00
the United
F.S. Brown and family spent a State. Here, too,foronly
two
few days this week fishing up
states
shower a lower value.
at Eagle Nest Dam. They report The vegetables which can be
a nice time and a dandy outing. rroduced at home are
fresher
and more wholesome than if pur
We understand that Elvin
chased of a dealer, and their cost

at the most reasonable price
yet heard of
Also anything in the line of Groceries.
Nice clean stock to choose from. Our Grocery
stock is marked to sell.

Fresh Vegetables

Mills-Mosque-

ro

.

MEN

er

Examine our line of chewing and smoking
tobaccos, Cigars, Cigaretts, Pipes etc.
New goods every day.
..,
,
.

Lujans & Branch

EFFECIENT AUTO:
REPAIRING
Is truly an

art
Our workmen are real
mechanics who have
gone thru the school of
experience.

SERVICEG ARAGE
RAYMOND PENDETON, MGR.
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DRY GOODS & NOTIONS

15 th, 1922
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DEVELOPING A MARKET
9.

FOR OUR PRODUCTS
,,
.'

.

Business expansion is by no means haphazard.

That our
country may win in the race for world trade
It entails study and research.

the Department of Commerce keeps its agents abroad
to search business opportunities. The details of their
work are brought out in the seventh of a series of
folders on Our Government which we are distributing each month. The complete series gives a
highly interesting and instructive account of Our
Government and its advantages to you.

Send your name and address and we shall mail you
and Wenzel Swaim have íould be considerably less. A
the stories issued previously and each pamphlet pubclosed the Roy Theatre tempora- liberal supply of fresh peas.
lished in the future one every mo.iuv'
ry . It is probable that the public firing beans, radishes, onions,
school will rent the hall for sch etc., is a necessity from the staool quarters for the coming term ndpoint of the health and well
being of the family.
Member Federal Reserve System
Editor Schultz, Dr. Self, Dr New Mexico s low standing in
home gardens is no doubt due to
E.P. Brown, Link Hiñes, T.P. range
and1 dry farming condi
Potts and J.H. Mahoney were
business visitors at the County tions found in a large part of the
Seat last Monday; They atten- state where gardening can be
ded the meeting of the Board of done only under difficulties.
FOR SALE
Eighty aerea of NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
County Commissioners while in Most dry farm and ranch homes,
nowever, should be able to secure land lying one and three quartMosquero.
sufficient water with a windmill ers miles north of Solano. Add
I
Department of the Interior
and pump to irrigate at least a ress
Mr Sullivan, prominent demo small garden plot.
U. S. Land Office at Clay
Mrs . Martha Frank,
M.
N.
cratic candidate for Sheriff, was Is the New Mexico farmer oveton,
119 Emerick street,
in town Monday morning. Watch rlooking a "good1 bet?" '
June 15th, 1922
San Angelo, Texas.
next weeks S. A. for his announNotice is hereby given that
cement. Mr Sullivan is one of
HarLeandro
Joe
sale
For
Balard was in from his
Three white faced ding Co, Archuleta, of Roy,
the strong men of the county
New
who,
Mexica
the Carizo last cows, two'with calves, $35 each. January 19th, 1920, made addi-oi
and his nomination means his ele ranch east of
;
Monday.
Four good Jersey cows, three of
ction. y : ,
Adv.
Entry No.026V
them fresh and one to be fresh tional Homestead
i,
355,
Sec 8S. NV2- for
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION soon at $50 each. One Majestic
34. NW.
SW14,
Sec
C.L. Justice and family are
range for $25. Inquire at Black
SWii-NSection 35
SW14,
enjoying a fine vacation this
Lake
six
ranch;
miles
Department of the Interior
and a half
Township 19N, Range 25E, N.M.
week in the mountains up near U. S. Land
Office at Clayton, northeast of Mosquero.
P. Meridian, has filed notice of
Eagle Nest Dam and around the sey
Mexico June 21, 1922
intention to make Final Three
Taos play grounds. They will
NOTICE is hereby given that FOR SALE OR TRADE Rental Year, Proof, to
establish claim
probably be gone two or three James R. Livingston,
of Solano, property in Tar River, Oklahoma to the land above described, beweeks and in the meantime Mrs Harding county,
New Mexico,- Lead and' Zinc District for wes- fore F. H. Foster, U. S. CommisBess will be chief Boss at the
who, on September, 11th, 1918, tern land. For particulars write sioner, at his office at Roy, New
First National Bank.
made Additional Homestead En- or see- Mexico, on the 26th day of July
try, No. 024160, for SWit-N: P. A. Baraett,,Roy,N.M.
i
1922.
R.E. Nutt of Tucumcari, who ,
E
Sec 22.
Claimant names as witnesses:
has the contract for the heating 14, SEV4-NSE The house wife who makes use
Manuel Archu
plant also for the plumbing of M; Section 21, Township 18 N. of the canner during the summer Zacarías Ebel,
Sandoval and Jose
leta,
Julian
the new school house at Solano, Range 25 E., N. M. P. Meridian months, wil find it comparative- Jesus Medina, all of Roy, Newwas in Roy a couple of days the nas tiled notice of intention to ly easy to feed the family a well
first of the week. He was accom- make Final Three Year Proof, balanced ration including fruits Mexico. H. H. Errett,
panied by J.W. Robertson of to establish claim to the land
and vegetables, during the winRegister.
;
the same place who is connected
described before F. H. ter months.
with Mr Nutt in the plumbing Foster. U. S. Commissioner, at
'.his office at Roy,New Mexico,
business.
W.H. McCarger and Frank 0. FOR SALE About 1,200 bushel
i" T,ne nrsx (i) day of August, White left for Texas, Oklahoma of good clean seed wheat, testa
and Kansas points. Mr White from 58 to 60 pounds per bushel.
We understand that a wedding 1922.
Claimant names as witnesses: will look for work and' Mr Mc- J.C. Cory, three miles north and
almost took place .at Mosquero
lf
mile east of Mosquero.
Myers, O. D. Davis, and Carger is lining up a bunch of
John
last Sunday morning, we say
MTp
Sunday morning from the fact D. N. Livingston all of Solano, real estate trades that he has
that altho they started down New Mexico and Oscar Kidd of in view.
Jenette Lusk who has been
Saturday evening, a breakdown Roy, New Mexico.
Mrs ILL. Russell is visiting attending Summer School at Las
H. H, Errett,
put them in Mosquero at day
relatives at Grenville this week. Vegas, returned home Tuesday.
Register
light Sunday morning, and failing to find County Clerk Ander
son- - or, deputy Lopez
so that
ns

First National Bank

Ni2-SEV-

NVo-SEi-

A,

-

W

NV2-SW1-

4,

SVa-N-

Ei3-SW-

H.

-

a-h-

Eat wisely and
You will live well

,

one-ha-

This ad is more directly
justomers of this store.

fcr people who are not

Our purpose is to direct your attention to the quality of groceries we sell ;
to remind you that our prices are at
to
convince you that by buying your foodstuff from us
you will be able to do justice to the demand that
nature makes upon your mentality-an-d
upon your
physicar self. And the only way we can convince
you is to sell you once. Will you be convinced?
bed-roc- k;

THE CITY MEAT
MARKET

OSCAR KIDD Prop.

ROY, N. M.

they might get the necerrary

pa-

pers, the, wedding was postponed
for the present at least and may
be permantly, all from a car break down too.
There is more to the story, but
this is all that has leaked out so
far, even the names of the par
ties are kept secret but the bride
to be did not live over a thousand miles from Roy and the gr
oom, well he too has been seen on
the mesa quite often the past
two weeks.

Kodak Week
Do you know

fames

S. Christman

,

Driller and Contractor .,.
Deep Holes a Specialty

Custom Plowing,

Large Tracts

ROY. NEW MEXICO-

-

NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION

'

s

notice.

u

Raton Greenhouses
F

"THE NAYLORS" P. 0. Drawer 349
Raton, N. M.
.

our

-

NOTICE is hereby given that
David N. Livingston, of Solano,
Harding county. New Mexico.
who, on February 21st, 1919,
made Additional Homestead En
try. No 025716. for NWi,-Sit
M,
Séc. 27, NMr
SEii( NEÍ4; Section 28, Township 18 N., Range 25 E., N. M.
P. Meridian, has filed notice of
intention to make Final Three
'
Von. D,.,.f
the land above described, before
a . n. oster, U. S. Commission
er, at his office at Roy, New
Mexico, on the first (1) day of.
August, 1922
Claimant
John Myers, J. R. Livingston,
W Knlimo
and O. D. Davia
New Mexico, and nsrur KiAA nt
Roy, New Mexico.
H.
Register.

Kodak Co., are running special advertisements in all the leading magazines.

1

All orders carefully filled and promptly shipped by ex- -'
press or Parcel Post Our membership in the Florists Telegraph Delivery Association enables us to deliver Flowers
for you anywhere in the United States .on a few hours

;

look in

All over the United States, dealers are making special displays of
Kodaks, Cameras and photographic supplies this week, and the Eastman

W

-

that this is Kodak week if not, come and
,m

Department of the Interior

U. S. Land Office at Clavton.
New Mexico, June 22, 1922.

W2-KWy-

ct-

show window.

the "PUSH" with the rest of the dealers. So come and see
our stock,' ans if we have not got what you want, we will get it for j'ou,
'
Pronto.;
".'
We are in

"''.

--

'..

-- 1

11

.V

FAIRVIEW PHARMACY
The Roy Drug Store
M. D. GIBBS.IProp.
'

THE

8PANISH-AMERICA-

GERMANS PLEAD

TAMES P; HUMPHREYS, wcH--

Southwest News

Caiy Carriages &Fumitur&

From All Over

Ask Your Local Dealer
WriteNow
for

New Mexico

I

iwff
V

trated

Had Tour

FOR MORATORIUM

iZsSfo

if on

Today fi

N

,

1

CLAIM 50,000,000 MARKS DUE JULY
15 ARE NEEDED AT
HOME.

and Arizona

U

32-Pa- ge

Ulus- -

Miff!

known automobile man of Hebron, Mi, who declares he believes
TarJac is the best thing to overcome stomach trouble and rundown condition. States it completely restored his health.

Valuable violins are being manufac
tured from wood taken from the ruins
of the cllffdwellers near Aztec, New

ASK DEBT SUSPENSION

Mex.

Development at the Volcano group
of mines north of Lordsburg, New
Ilex., Is being rushed with increased

The Lloyd Manufacturing Company
DaptE
Menominee, Michigan

'

(16)

Question.

OF CREDIT IS ASKED
OF REPARATIONS COMMIS-SIO-

forces of men.
He was taken Immediately to a hos
pital for Identification by Enge, who
was beaten over the head with a heavy
Instrument and stabbed twice in the
Irtdy.

N

"An oil well?"

Louisville

Courier--

Berlin. The German government
has started action which may result
In absolving

Germany from meeting
the payment of 50,000,000 gold marks
required by the allies on July 15, In
sending Dr. Fischer, chairman of the
German war debt commission,
and
Herr Schroeder, under secretary of the
ministry of finance to Paris to confer
with the reparations commission on

According to reports reaching Dem- lng, New Méx., all the fires In the Gila
National Forest are now under control
and there is little danger of further

Journal.

He could borrow

outbreaks.

money, from an

Edgeworth smoker
VI left the house in a hurry. Had
bought my railroad ticket the day before, bo I didn't realize I had left my
money at home until I was aboard the
train. I was going to a strange town to
do business with a man I didn't know,
so it would have been quite embar- -;
rassing.

went into the smoking car. I
looked over the men and decided to
tell my story to one of them. But
which one? That was the question. It
was answered quickly. A man pulled
out a pipe. 'He's the man for me,' I
thought. But when he took a can of
Edgeworth from his pocket, then I

"I

knew.

,

"He lent me the trifling sum I asked
for, and in thanking him I mentioned
that I was an Edgeworth smoker and
that was what influenced me to speak
to him, a perfect stranger.
"'Perfect stranger!' he laughed.
'Not on your life. No pipe smoker is a
perfect stranger to another especially if they both smoke Edgeworth.'

"

There does seem to be a friendship
among Edgeworth smokers. We don t
claim that the tobacco is responsible
for this so much as the kind of men who
smoke Edgeworth.

Perhaps you've had a similar expeIf you have, we'd like to hear

rience.
of it.

And we'll send free samples
ous helpings of Edgeworth

generReady-Rubb-

ed

or Plug
Slice to any man,
whether he has

some

favorite

brand or not. We
know we couldn't
change him from a
tobacco that exactly suited him, but

is

if

Edgeworth

should convince

him well, that
would make us

both happy.
After all, the
happiest man in
this world is the

one who smokes
a tobacco he likes
from the very first pipeful in the
morning to the last pipeful at night.
For all you know, that tobacco might
be Edgeworth.
Send

a postcard

for free samples

with your name and address to Larus
& Brother Company, 44 South 21st
St., Richmond, Va. If you would also
add the name and address of the
dealer from whom you usually buy
your tobacco, we would appreciate
your courtesy.
Edgeworth is sold in various sizes to

suit the needs and means of all purchasers. Both Edgeworth Plug Slice
are
and Edgeworth Ready-Rubbed

packed in small, pocket size packages,

in handsome tin humidors, and in variquantities.
ous handy
You can also get Edgeworth Ready--'
Rubbed in glass jars that you'll find
mighty useful.
To Retail

Tooacco

If

Merchants:

your jobber cannot supply you with
Edgeworth, Larus & Brother Company will gladly send you prepaid by
carton
parcel post a one- - or
of any size of Edgeworth Plug Slice or
Ready-Rubbfor the same price you
would pay the jobber.
two-doz-

ed

Western Ganada
Land of Prosperity

offers to home seekers opportunities that can

not be secured elsewhere. The thousands of
farmers from the United States who have
accepted Canada's generous offer to settle on
FREE homesteads or buy farm land in her
provinces have been well repaid by bountiful
crops. There is still available on easy term

Fertile Land

at $15 to $30 an Acre

land similar to that which through many
years has yielded from 20 to 45 bushels
of wheat to the ere oals, barley and
Bax also in great abundance, while raising
horses, cattle, sheep and hogs is equally
profitable. Hundreds of farmers in Western
Canada have raised crops in a single season
worth more than the whole cost of their land.
With such success comes prosperity, independence, good homes and all the comforts and
conveniences which make life worth living.

Farm Gardens, Poultry, Dairying

are sources of Income second only to grain
growing and stock raising. Attractive
climate, good neighbors, churches and,
schools, good markets, railroad facilities,
rural telephone, etc.

I

For certificate entitling yoo to rs
duced railway ratea, illustrated litera ft
ture, maps, description ot farm oppor
Alberta and Briuan Columbia.
write

W. V. BENNETT
100

rstsrs

Trust Building
Omaha, Nab.

AsTtfMtfefJsf AflMte

Dwt- -

ftWsnpPiwa)

1

Approximately 3,500 acres of timber
land were burned over by the recent
forest fire In the Gila National Forest,
according to Aldo Leopold, assistant
district forester, who had charge of the
operations on his return
to Albuquerque. The fire swept through
one of the finest stands of yellow pine
in the Southwest
..
manganese
mining will soon be
That
one of the greatest industries In New
Mexico is the belief of the officials In
charge of the Boston Hill mines near
Silver City. Work at the mines was
resumed the first of April and has
been on the increase ever since, with
the amount of ore mined more than
doubled up to the present time.
George R. Quesenberry, who for the
past three years has been In charge of
the agronomy department of the State
Agricultural College at State College,
New Méx., will transfer the first of
the month to the extension department
of the college. The change is being
made because of Mr. Quesenberry's
knowledge of New Mexico and his ability to give advice to the farmers,
ttun Stlllmarf. Secretary of the State
Prison Boara, arrived In Douglas re
cently with Emmett L. Wood, who
escaped from the state penitentiary at
Florence several weeks ago. Wood,
who was sent up for five years from
Phoenix for stealing an automobile, had
served half of his term and was made
a trusty. He stole an automobile In
Florence and made his escape to El
g

Paso.
Charles F. Dalton, who was president of the Exchange Bank of Peoria
at the time the Institution closed its
doors last February, was freed on a
bond of $5,000 when he was arraigned
before Superior Judge Stanford on a
charge of embezzlement.
An indict
ment returned at Phoenix by the special county grand Jury alleges that

Dalton appropriated $2,121 of the
bank's funds two days before it closed.
Samples of gold ore from the mines
in the San Mateo hills, west of the
Elephant Butte dam, recently brought
to Los Cruces, have assayed nearly
$300 to the ton, according to reports,
The samples were taken from the Dur
ham lode and are said to be the best
seen In that part of New Mexico for
many years and the vein is exposed
for eight feet on a hanging wall. Plans
are now under way for the develop
ment of the property on a big scale.
The wells which furnish Tucumcarl,
New Méx., with water are said to be
drying up and the situation is said to
be serious at the present time. Water
has been purchased from the railroad
for the city and most of the Irrigation
has been stopped. The shortage is due
to the fact that one of the city wells
is caving In and It is believed that new
wells will have to be sunk at once or
the city will be practically without wa-tebefore the summer is over.
Of 135 men of the Ku Klux Han
who testified before a special county
grand Jury In Phoenix, conducting a
three weeks' investigation of klan
night-ridin- g
activities, "the majority
seemed to be victims of amnesia," the
Jury declared In its report submitted
to Superior Judge Stanford. All that
most of the klansmen could remember,
suid the report, "was that they joined,
paid $10 and then resigned."
Indictments charging bigamy have
been returned at Phoenix by the Marl
copa county grand jury against J. J.
Ruber, a rancher, and J. E. Robinson,
an assistant state dairy Inspector,
Robinson is understood to have a
wife and eight children In Mesa, Ariz.,
and another wife and four children In
Gilbert, Ariz. Huber Is alleged to have
a wife and six children In Mesa and
aonther1 wife and three children in
Lehl, Ariz. All four women were called"
before the grand Jury. The bond of
each of the men was fixed at $1,500.
William E. Acker, former Phoenix
taxicab driver, charged with assault
and Intent to murder Iver Enge on a
mountain road near Prescott, June 11,
has been brought to Prescott following
his arrest In Log Angeles.
Folsom, New Méx., went over the top
for a new school building when the
vote for bonds to the amount of $50,000
was carried by a vote of 137 to 32. The
new structure will replace the one
burned last spring and when completed
will be the last word In buildings of
this kind.
While excavating recently Carl Mor
ris, research Investigator for the Smithsonian institution, found a number of
perfectly preserved timbers which are
believed to have been used In constructing the homes of the cllffdwell
ers

Delicious

BY GERMANY.

'

"Truth lies at the bottom of the
Hell."

EXTENSION

'

Co.)

(H.yumJ-Wahfi-

"I believe In giving everything its
due and I want to say right now I Just
can't praise Tanlac too highly for what
It has done in my case," declared
Tames P. Humphreys, proprietor of the
Hebron Motor Co., Hebron, Md.
"For three years or more I suffered
from indigestion. After eating I would
bloat terribly with gas and my heart
would palpitate until It Interfered with
my breathing. I was habitually constipated and my nerves were all upset
My sleep was unsound, I got up mornings all tired out, and I was only a
shadow of my former self.
"Well, Tanlac has given me a keen
appetite, stomach trouble has disappeared, my nerves have steadied down,
and I have gained several pounds,
ranlac, to my mind, Is the best thing
ever sold for stomach trouble and rundown condition."
Tanlac is sold by all good druggists.

the question of readjusting the present
'
schedule of gold payments.
Although this move Is considered a
temporary expedient with the prime
purpose of influencing the deliberations at Paris, official financial circles
would welcome this revision as indicating a general solution of the present
schedule of gold payments, which
Chancellor Wlrth has declared Ger
many Is in no position to carry out,
particularly since the recent collapse
of German exchange.
Officially It was stated here that the
Belchsbank was technically in a position to deliver 50,000,000 gold marks
next week, but that their release from
bank valuts would "badly expose" the
Institutions, whose officials believe
this available gold fund shall be devot
ed to steadying the marks at home
and abroad.

Germany facing a po
Washington.
litical and economic situation general
ly admitted as most serious, must, In
the view of American officials, as expressed here, look to France for relief.
Franceit was stated, by one official
In close touch with developments in
Europe, must loosen her grip upon the
reparations situation to lighten Germany's financial burden, or utter col
The Way to Do It.
lapse of the former strong central pow
Mary Garden, the great singer, was er may result and a radical regime
the guest of honor at. a chorus girls' arise from the ruins.
tea in Chicago.
Under the present reparation
"You girls are all beautiful," Miss scheme It appears to officials here that
Garden said, "and I know you must all of Germany's resources are bound
all be a good deal bothered In the to the wheel of allied. payments and
streets by men. Always turn these held close by the hand of France, so
men down politely but firmly, you that unless Germany can obtain conknow."
cessions to permit pledging some of
"That's easier said than done," a her potential wealth as security, all
blonde chorus girl demurred.
hope of financial assistance from with"Not at all," said the diva.
out must be abandoned.
"Well, now," said the blonde chorus
Even should Germany meet the rep
girl thoughtfully, "suppose a handinstallment of fifty million
arations
some young man should stop his racdue on July 15, It was decláred
marks
you
out,
his
offer
and
ing car, jump
to be beyond reason the further pay
hand and say, 'Your face Is familiar,'
ments could be expected In the near
what would you do then?"
future. Germany, it was explained,
"
'So
Garden,
Miss
answer,"
said
"I'd
must purchase gold In America, Eng
"

Lunch

Hot-Da- y

lunch" is two packages

BEST

Sun-Mai-

of

Raisins and a

d

glass of milk.
Tastes good wEen you're Hungry,
Nourishes yet keeps you cool.
Raisin's 75 per cent fruit sugar is
In practically predigested form, furnishing 1560 calories of energizing

nutriment per pound.
Doesn't tax digestion so doesn't
heat the blood, yet energizes almost
-

'
immediately.
Big men eat little lunches to conserve their thinking power. Don't
overeat and lag behind the leaders.
Get two packages of Little
now.
,

hi

Sun-Mai- ds

Little

Sun-Mai- ds

Between' Meal Raisins
5c Everywhere
in Little Red Packages
Friendship.
At Times Change.
"Isn't Betty your best friend?"
"Do you remember the wicked old
"Certainly! What did she saj
Sanee halls In Crimson Gulch?"
"Yes," replied Piute Pete; "and Tm about me?"
here to say them old dance halls
Love laughs at locksmiths, but when
would have had to close up If they
tried to put on some of these here the lover bolts there's apt to be a
breach-o- f
promise suit.
modern dances."

What Is It Worth to Change a Tire?

are your manners.'

land and other foreign countries and
with the still decreasing purchasing
power of the paper mark outside of
A man, arriving at an English hotel,
purchases could no
was asked, according to custom, to Germanv these
longer be made.
register his name.
The stranger took up a pen and
Brooklyn Bridge Is Unsafe.
wrote "The King of Spain."
The clerk was surprised. The
New York. Brooklyn bridge, once
manager made Inquiries, and, ap- the show place of New York, has
proaching the visitor, said, "Excuse dropped back to the position of a mere
me, sir, is this your writing in the second-rateGrover Whalen, commisbook?"
sioner of plants and structures, Issued
"Yes, sir," replied the visitor.'
and order restricting the roadways of
"But," continued the manager, "you the famous structure to
are not really the king of Spain," horse-draw-n
vehicles.
Manhattan
to which the visitor replied, "No ; but brldee. Brooklyn's vouncer sister, was
I travel under that name It is my restricted by the same order to the
Incognito I"
motor traffic.
j
His Incognito

-

r.

slow-movin-

faster-movin-

Nothing

Secret. ,.

The Dentist There,J now ! No one
on earth can tell that those are arti
ficial teeth.

The Patient My dearest chum can
tell. And she will. Judge.
Good health Is man's greatest wealth
and his greatest enjoyment.
'

,

Sureielief
FOR iriDEGESTIOil
6

Bell-an-s

Hot water
Sure Relief
CLL-ADJ-

S

25$ and 754 Packages. Everywhere

D

I

- C O L - Q
ITCH BORES

CUTS
75c at stores; 85c by mail. Address
New York Drug Concern, New York
FOR BURNS

Rats in the Cellar.
Mice in the Pantry.
Cockroaches
in

the Kitchen

What can be more disagreeable than a

home infested with pests? Destroy them
with Stearns' Electric Paste, the standard
exterminator for more than 43 years.
Kill rats, mice, cockroaches, waterbugs
or ants in a single night. Does not blow
away like powders; ready for use: better
than traps. Directions in 15 languages in
every box. Money back it it tails.
2 ci. size 35c 15 ox. size $1.50.
;

g

Coal Strike Conference Called.
Washington
The White House has
asked the leaders of the striking min
ers and the representatives of the employing coal operators in both the bituminous and anthracite fields of the
United States to meet President Hard
ing "to devise methods upon which negotiations for the settlements of the
coal strike can be Initiated." The communications made evident that careful
and complete discussions with spokes
men on both sides of the Industrial
struggle had preceded the meeting
call.
Diplomatic Letters Stolen.
The theft of what was
Washington.
described as a valuable collection of
diplomatic correspondence Covering a
period of twenty years, together with
the seals of the American and Japanese governments affixed, has been re
ported to the police by Joseph M.
Tlghe, private secretary to Major Gen

eral Haraguchi, military attache to the
Japanese government. The documents
were taken from his home July 1, Mr,
Tlghe was said to have reported.
Select Site for Monument.
Cody, Wyo. In conference
with
Mrs. Harry Payne Whitney, prominent
New York society woman and sculptress, the Cody committee on Buffalo
Bill's monument selected a site for the
statue just west of Cody on the road
to Yellowstone National park. ; Mrs.
Whitney came to Cody from New York
to see the proposed location of the
stone figure before beginning her
Work. The State Legislature of Wyo
ming appropriated the cost of the
monument last February.

On the road changing a tire is not an especially
pleasant task.
The dust or mud, the grease and grime, the tedious
delay all are things we like to avoid.
But the time to think about these things is when
occurs.
you buy the tire not after the blow-ou- t
For some tires blow out much more easily than others.
Outward appearance counts for little.
It is the material in the tire and the construction
of it that determines its strength.
Goodyear recognizes these facts and all Goodyear
Tires are made of long staple cotton.
Take the 30 x 34 Cross Rib Clincher Tire here illustrated, for example.
It is made of Arizona cotton, the fibres of which
average íyí inches long.
Many 30 X
clincher tires are made of short
inches long.
staple cotton from yi inch to
This means less strength ánd greater danger of
s
more tire troubles.
Yet this high grade guaranteed Goodyear Tire
'
costs only $10.95.
Youcanbuysometiresforevenless than this but none
with the fine materials and construction of this one.
Can you afford to take a chance on more frequent
tire troubles for the sake of the slightly lower price
oí cheaper tires?

3i
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blow-out-
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Trade"

"'My bean he is particular,
About the way Fm dreued,
So Maggie utet Faultiest Starch,
So I can look my beiL

Saves Heed Buying a Hew Shirt
Putnam Fadeless Dyes -- dyes or tints as ycu wlsüi

v

if
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Saturday July 13th, 1922

Roy, Hardíní? County, Nev Mexico,
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W ANTED : A good

farm hand,
one who can handle a' Fordson
;and do allYmds of farm work.
Jack Mahoney, I a . í
R.R. "A" City.
'

we

jSp

'"'

'

'

L

American master mechanics, the,,
factories of the land would have to
close. The majority of the master
mechanics controlling the factories
today have been trained in foreign
schools. There are very few appren- -'
tices. We have permitted the tyrannical labor unions of the country to
destroy the school of apprentices.
The idea of organizations or
saying how many,
apprentices they 'will permit to be
trained! Such a tyrannical suggestion from an organization should
not be permitted. Such a doctrine
is a damnable curse to the manufac
turing plants of this land.
Men of brains and money should
Spend their time and money and
their energy in founding, erecting,
and directing technological schools
for the training of boys and girls in
the great mechanical trades of life
There should be a great technological school in every city of this land.'
and our boys should be encouraged
to learn trades, to master trade,
and to become .masters in theu

f

i

'

'

one game ended in a dispútelo
the Sunday game will realiy.be
the deciding game. We understand? the Wagon Mound tám
has been strenghtened conside
rable since Roy played thenj'a
few weeks ago and the fans máy
look for a real game Sunday, af
ternoon, everybody come out
and give the bys your support
for the Sunday afternoon game.

j

A.B. Slusher who is reported
quité sick is improving very slowly and is still a very very sick

man.

,

J.B. Proctor aná C.J.

,

Mc- -

zing with the voters and meeting
.
old friends.
Messrs Jim and Joe Woodard,
from northern part of the county; Were transacting business in
Mosquero Saturday. They
t their párt of the country as
be ng very dry and the need of
rain imperative. ,
The receipt of the grades by
the Harding County teachers in
tho examination held at the end
of the teacher's institute seem to
show that a large number of the
teachers failed to make the required grades in certain of the
subjects and that several of
thom will have to write on a few
of the subjects at the next exa'
.
mination July 21st.
Mr Copien, manager of the
Harding County Abstract Company has joined the ranks of the
Mosquero realty holders, has pur
chased a tract of land in the
northern part of town and is commencing- the erection of a nice
adobe residence house thereon.
The building operations are under the supervision of Mr Winters of Mora, who came down
week to take ch
oi ihe
re-p-

oi

.

forgot to

keep a copy for our files the S.
A. of issue of June 24th. If you
'have a copy, we will appreciate

vi-(la-

'
V
trades.
We have too many counter hoppers, too many clerks, too many,
'

st

..

from the ranks of the Republiwould seem to indicate
nY.ii.: :::í Art);.
a .v A.I. Burleson and Rev (inCooke cans they
'
the that
are determined to
are spending this week
mountains-fishinand enjoying wait until they can see the whi- FRIERS WANTED m
tes of the enemy's eyes before
Bring in your time pieces, and the mountain breeze:
firing their first volley .
have them repairs ,1 like chick
en about as well. as. the preacher, !
MASS MEETING
The County commissioners met
,'7't
.i ii
and I am ready to do your work
on the 10th and proceeded to pay
and save you.;paying out the moThere will be a Mass Meeting a number of bills, consider a nu
ney,
allow you ; better of the Citizens of Harding Coun- - jmber of matters of interest to
than Roy 'prices; Let's Trade;
citizens of Harding County
ty at Roy, Saturday evening; md on
HOBSON, Your Jeweler
the 11th adjourned. Pro- July 15th, for the purpose of
the
work that
Lawrence Kingsbury and Ray king preparations for entertain-- , they did was the matter of strai-in- g
Smith of Mosquero, attended the
the Interstate Highway Con-- Ighteninsr out a little difficulty
bal game at Roy Wednesday.
vention here. You are urgently that had ansed over the rcrht of
'
Mexi- ' way tor ttie Texas-JNerequested to be present.
co Highway. The right of way
h. "V. Wilson and family and
By order o fthe Committee:
was finally .secured from Logan
Mr Sullivan witnessed the
J.C. Hester. Sec.
into Mosquero.
ball game Wednesday.
Mrs J.M. C.de Baca is improving her place on Cedar Street
by having a large addition built
on to the dwelling house. Ye
is having a porch
added to his famous mansion and
ouite a number of other little additions are being made to the different residences that greatly
improve the looks of the town.
Contractor Sperry came in Tuesday and got the work startéd
:

l..;

ii

i

and-wi- ll

i

w

Roy-jKat- on

Excavation work will be rushed
to an early completion after which brick layers will be placed on
the job. Every effort possible is
being made, to have this building
ready for; the coming term of
'
school.
The heavy machinery and contractors outfits were moved to
the link of the Texas New Mexico Highway between Logan and
Gallegos and work started on
that part of the great road that
will, mean so much to the futuire
of Harding County and Mosquero
in particular. The road down the
David hill, altho in fine shape
will be considerably widened and
the grades slightly- lowered and
the link connecting Gallegos and
Mosquero placed in shape just
as soon ás 'the
link has been completed.'

MM atters Not
IW

What your wants maybe in the
grocery line, you will always
find our stock full and

,

COMPLETE
Also, remember that we buy

.

your butter, eggs and produce.

-

All kinds of fresh and smoked meat
;
Fresh vegetables

Logan-Galleg-

os

HALIC WARNER
FOR SHERIFF

S. E. Paxton Grocery Co.
'

j

In this weeks S.A will be found
the announcement of Halic M.
Warner for sheriff. Air Warner
lives about, 14 miles northeast of
Roy put' ia the northern end of
the Bradley Precinct and is what
we call a "dyed in the wool de-

"The Food Store"

mocrat"

1-

-

'x:

'

v

He' was bora in Illinois some

.

thirty years ago on tne banks of week to build a 24 x 24 ft, grana-

ry and implement shed on his
section of land at that place.
Mr and Mrs ILL. Boyd are the
parents of a baby boy which the
stork left at their home early
last Saturday morning. All concerned are doing nicely.
B.C. Jordan and Ted Thompson, brought Mr Thompson's boy
to the doctor Wednesday, we
learned the cause of his

the Wabash and comes from a
family whose Democratic Principals are unquestioned, in fact his
relatives are all Democrats and
nearly all live in that strong De
mocratic County in lhmois known as "Old Shelby". He comes
from one of the best known families of central Illinois and his
character as well as his ability
are absolutely unquestionable.
Mr. Warner is one of the large land owners ont in the Sabino
neighborhood, a heavy tax payer
and one that attends to his own
business. He is married, has five
bright children and is a strong be
lie ver m the eighteenth amendment and we can safely say that
if "Hal" is nominated and elec
ted the booze interests wili race- ve no favor from him .
Tn this announcement, it is not
a case of the man seeking the of
fice, but the office seeking the
man. Mr Warner's friends all
over the county have begged him
all summer to become a candidate, but he has steadfastly refused to annouce. but finally pro
mised to consent to run, if his
friends felt that he was fitted
for the office and the people
wanted him. however he refused
to make any promises of any na
ture to those supporting him ior
their efforts in securing his nomination.
Mr. Warner has been a resi
dent of Harding Co since .09 and
at all times has done his part to
make the county a better Rlace
to live m. He has aided in all pro
gressive movements and has a
strono- followins all over the cou
nty and has an excellent chance
for the nomination m the Democratic Convention and should he
be nominated, he would be sure
of election as a great number of

ha-ve- nt

trouble.
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Mac-Dr- y

Storage

Battery
Guaranteed for three Years.

For 'your car

ner for sheriff.
It is surely á pleasure to announce such a strong man for an
important office in the county;
for with men like Warner at the
head of our County Government
we are sure of one of the most
progressive Counties' of the sta-t;

m

Ví I.

No Acid

No

ajer
Ño Attention
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i
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(Advertisement. )

i

30 percent

cheaper than
any other
standard
battery

MILLS AND VICINITY

ma-bab-ly

the Mosquero School building.

"fia.

r

"tv''''

-

nonentities, and too few technically
trained mechanics coming from the
public schools of our country,

.

"W'l'K-

$

S-- W

Clure of Mills, werebusiness
sitors in Roy. the first of the worjCi
week.
'
The crop óf candidates for county offices on the Democratic
C.W.B. Leatherman is down at ticket, promises to be the bumCampana this week loading" sa- per crop of the new county. With
nd for the Mosquero School buil- from three to six candidates out
.
ding.
for each office the convention
will be enabled to cast their eyes
Deputy Co. Clerk Lopez was 'over a large and assorted field
up from'Mosquero Sunday and and select a ticket that will give
watched Roy defeat the Maxwell the Republicans a fine race for republicans from ditterent parts
Ball team.
their money. No announcements of the county would support war

,v.

Miss Francis Burke of Tucum- rcari is visiting at the W.R. isra-shears home this week.

In some manner,

t

!' '' r
This makes three games Roy
has lost this season and she has
played nearly all the towns an
this part of the state and as no
team can win all the games we
feel that Roy has made an envia'
ble record for themselves.
Wagon
Sunday
afternoon
Next
Mound team will cross bats with
the Roy team on the local diamond. Each of these teams has
won a game from the other and

D.D. LL.D.

brain is susceptible of
development,
but it
should be developed along the line
of its inclination and for. practical
'purposes. If ever there was a time
when sanity in education
was
ceded, bow is that time., Our
iSchooU and colleges are educating
the youth of this land away from
,the natural tendencies and from the
'human instincts of well developed
iboys and girls, i
.
The education of today seems to
destroy initiative,
cour
age, and a desire for
The educational system of today
has apparently destroyed the desire
on the part of children to be con
itributing members of society. They
seem to think th.i the sate owes
them something because it gives
them a free education.
There are
'very few boys learning to be master
ifliechanics. The majority are trying
ito find ar elevator by which they
can ride to the top story of Success.
Success was never reached by an
elevator.
The mountain .peak of
Success can be reached only by
climbing ovei the rocks and by enduring the hardships, dangers, and
difficulties.
If the manufacturing plants of
this country had to depend upon

J'

'

r'

r?

BASE-BALCOUNTY SEAT NEWS'
:
Continued from page 1)
Judge McLaughlin is enjoying
his support too was almost perfrom his son and family
visit
a
fect, and when the home team from Texas.
,
impos
did get a hit it was almost
Ilr Jim Christman, Democrasible to land it where a Raton
for sheriff, was in
player did not immediately find tic candidate
the county seat Sunday fraterni'

?
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' The Ladies Aid held a cooked
food sale at the Wilson Co., store
last Saturday, the date of which
has been changed to the first
Saturday in each month instead
of every two weeks as hereto
fore. The Aid is busy every mee-- .
ting day quilting on a quilt foj?
Mrs ILL. Boyd.
Mr and Mrs T.E. Siler and Rev
and Mrs James Fletcher atten
ded the Southeast Colfax Countv
Sunday School Convention which
was held at the Newton School
house last Sunday. They heard
Rev C. S. Scott of Millford, Neb.
lecture on "The Teen Age" and
report him to be a fine speaker.- Miss Martha Albertson entertained her Sunday School Class
at her home last Wednesday evening. Games such as would' interest little folks were played,
ice cream and cake were served
and the youngsters went home at
late, bed time, cool but happy.
Ray Busey of Roy was seen
on our streets last Saturday.
Had he not been in the habit of

I. E.

EUSEY CO.

ATTENTION FARMERS
t
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positively out of the' best
herds m the U.S.A. yuroc
Jersey Hogs, Poland China
Hogs, all big type and from
Sires weighing 1000 lbs and
up.
I can furnish you any
breed of dairy cattle that
you want, at prices you can

afford.. ,
Get in the thorobred
for a few dollars
while prices are at rock bottom, and make yourself independent in a few years.
You need better dairy cattle and hogs, and more of
them on this mesa.
Leo M. Wagner,
ga-men-

meeting acquaintances with a
smile on his face we would have
came to the conclusion when we
saw same that he had "consented" to run for some county office.
Yes, and Mills is growing. ILL.
Boyd's new house is, ready for
the roof and the carpenters expect to have it ready for occupan
CV bv the middle of next, mrwit.h .

Gilbertsville, Iowa.

FOR SALE the house forWhen completed, it will be á mo
occupied by Ray Carr. Will
merly
dern seven room house .
sell on easy terms and at a price
A. R. Barentz who has been that is right. Now is your
suffering for some time with chance to have a home and save
rheumatism, left Sunday for a paying rent. Mail me your ofhot springs resort near Albuque- fer. Any offer in reason, will
rque in hopes that he may bet- not be refused. F; A. Sargent,
ter his condition.
Box 158, S. Tacoma, Wash .
J. P. Jett returned Sunday
,v i
N.P.
from Jett, Oklahoma and reports
so much ram' at that Blaoe the
Mr If: Devine, prominent insu-farmers cannot thresh their whe ranee man of Springer has been
at.
in Roy tMs week writing insu- C. E.líayes of near Gladstone rasoe and attending to other bu
hauled lumber from Mills last siness.
-

